
Constantinople, 1922. Typical White Russian emigre family and friends, whose descendants now live in 
the United States, Canada, Switzerland, Austria, and France. 

Vignettes As Historical Artifacts of Russia's Ethnic Diaspora 

A bloody Civil War began in Russia soon after the 1917 Revolution. When the dust settled, as 
many as two million Russians opposed to the Bolshevik regime found themselves living abroad as 
political exiles. This "First Wave" of the Russian emigre community included soldiers, officers, and 
Cossacks of the anti-Bolshevik forces, individuals who had lived a reasonably comfortable life 
before the Revolution, and intellectuals who disagreed with the Communist ideology. 

The "Second Wave" of emigres was a byproduct of World War II and consisted of as many as 
50,000 ethnic Russians. Some had been forced by the Germans into slave labor; others were 
veterans of the German-based anti-Soviet Russian Liberation Army who had managed to evade 
forced repatriation, and refugees who did not wish to return to the USSR. In the 1950s many of 
them, along with members of the First Wave, emigrated to the United States. 

The political nature of their separation from the homeland provided both Waves with a 
common passion to preserve their Russian culture, language, literature, and the Christian Orthodox 
faith, in an unwavering belief that the Communist regime would collapse and they, or their 
children, could one day return home. For that reason, large Russian communities abroad generally 
avoided assimilation and formed Russo-centric political and youth organizations, church parishes, 
theater and literary groups, social clubs, and charitable societies, some of which continue today. 

But the era of the large original old emigre community has passed. A rich legacy of political 
and literary writing remains; however, there are few other mementos to remind us of the ethnic 
Russian emigres' enduring national and cultural struggle against Communism. The vignettes 
shown in this collection are some of those rare mementos. The collection you are about to view is 
the story of a people who were ejected from their homeland, but carried it in their hearts. It is 
organized in three chapters--from the 1920s through the 1930s, the immediate post-World War II 
years, and the late 1950s through the 1980s. It concludes with a few recent issues. Within the time 
periods, the vignettes have been divided by their place of origin. Specific information about the 
vignettes in the collection is provided in italics while the historical background is in regular type. 



Preface: Lead-up to Exile 

Armed opposition to the Communists, who usurped power in Russia in October of 1917, 
began almost immediately after the Soviet coup d'etat against the Provisional Government. By 
January of 1918 the staunchly anti-Communist General Kornilov was in command of a like
minded volunteer force. A bloody Civil War ensued in which the opposition White Army fought 
the Communist's Red Army. The White forces held out against the Communists for almost three 
years in the European Part of Russian and longer in the Far East. The last enclave of the White 
forces in the Far East capitulated in the summer of 1923. Very . few vignettes, issued by 
organizations supporting the White cause have survived, since possession of them could lead to 
arrest and even execution in Red Russia. But the story of the Russian Diaspora truly begins with 
them, since the organizations which produced these ephemeral items soon found themselves in 
exile, where they continuing their ideological struggle. 

June 15, 1919, probably from Rostov-on-the-Don 

The Russian tricolor flag was the distinguishing national symbol of the Russian Diaspora 
throughout the decades of Soviet rule. 

Simferopol, Crimea, 1919. Denominated in inflationary Civil War period rubles. 

The three charity vignettes above were issued in areas held by the anti-Communist 
forces to help the Russian White Cross organization provide care to wounded White Army 
troops. The White Cross organization seems to have combined medical aid to the wounded with 
other charitable work and a nationalist Russian political agenda. It has been said that in order 
to avoid any possible confusion with Red Communist, they did not wish to be known as the Red 
Cross, but in reality the Russian White Cross, which had ties to the Knights of Malta, existed 
alongside the Red Cross, was active during World War I and was under the direct tutelage of the 
Czar's family. 



Chita, Russian Far East, 1918 

Russian Scouts, established in 1909, were opposed to Communist ideology and 
supported the White Army. For that reason, the card below must have been printed 
after the Red Army fled from Chita in August of 1918 having been defeated by Cossack 
Chieftain Semenov's forces. The Japanese army soon entered the city to "support" 
Semenov and for the next two years Chita was essentially under Japanese control. Thus 
this scout card printed on the back of an ordinary 1917 postal card, was produced on 
Russian territory, but under Japanese occupation. Russian Scouts in exile played a 
major role in preserving the spirit and culture of pre-Communist Russia among Russian 
emigre youth throughout the Diaspora and to this day are one of the most active and 
successful Russian emigre organizations. 

1918 publicity card of the National Russian Scouting Organization's troop in Chita. 
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Russian Army Camps in Turkey -- 1921 and later 

Shenanigans with stamps of the various regional administrations under White Army 
control began during the Civil War years in Russia and continued when the White Army 
evacuated Crimea and arrived in Constantinople (Istanbul), occupied at that time by French 
and British troops. Soon after their arrival in November 1920, the Russian military units and 
refugees, numbering in excess of 100,000, were dispatched to various locations and camps, 
including Gallipoli, Constantinople, Lemnos, Khalki, Principo, Tuzla, Chataldja, Proti, Lann, 
Selimne, Buyk Dere, Terapia, and others. An enterprising individual among the emigres, who 
had previously produced stamps for the South Russia government during the Civil War years, 
seems to have played an important role in convincing the Council of Russian Refugee Aid 
Organizations in Istanbul to approve an inter-camp local postal service. Mr. X, as he was 
called later in the specialized philatelic literature, then began the production of overprinted 
stamps. 

It is not known how many overprinted stamps were actually created over the ensuing 
years, but their numbers are staggering. The initial excuse, or reason, for producing them-
payment for delivery of correspondence among Russian refugees living in different camps-
was quite weak, since few refugees actually knew where their friends and relatives were 
located, and even fewer had any money to spend on correspondence. Still, a very small 
number of legitimate uses are presumed to have taken place. That has led major philatelic 
catalogs to list the Russian Post stamps. In Scott's they are known as Wrangel Issues. But the 
sea of fantasies, "reprints," and outright forgeries that made their way directly into the 
philatelic market long after the camps closed justifies the inclusion of these "stamps" in a 
"cinderellas" collection as well. 

No doubt these were speculative issues, but for Russian refugees they may also have 
had a symbolic significance. Here were the old Russian stamps, overprinted with the words 
"Russian post", surviving in exile and proclaiming their origin, just like the emigres 
themselves. 



Chapter One: White Russian Emigres in Europe--The Early Years of Exile 

In November 1920, despite a defeat in Russia's Civil War, the anti-Communist White 
Army left Crimea, its final bastion in Russia, in an orderly, organized retreat. Intact military 
units and individual soldiers, officers, and their families eventually settled in Bulgaria, the 
Kingdom of Serbs, Croats and Slovenes (later Yugoslavia), Germany, France and other 
countries. Remarkably, the Army continued to exist in exile, refining its ideology and 
participating in the underground struggle against the Soviets. "Next year--in Russia!" was the 
perennial New Year's toast of the emigres. Plans to regroup and retake Russia from the 
Soviets were always in the works, and this 
early stage of exile was characterized by a 
burning desire for quick revenge through 
military means. The few vignettes that ·have 
survived are witness to the White Russian 
militancy of those years and to the close-knit 
community of White Army officers and 
soldiers throughout the Diaspora. 

The first order of business for the new 
refugees from Soviet rule was obtaining 
identity documents that would be recognized 
by other nations. This was a difficult task, 
especially for those who lost their original 
identity papers during the Civil War. Initially, 
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help was provided by the Russian diplomats who were stationed in embassies, consulates and 
missions of the former Russian Empire. The reduced photocopy above is one such document 
from the embassy in Istanbul. After the Communist takeover, many of the Russian Foreign 
Service officers stayed abroad as political refugees. Because the new Soviet government was 
not immediately recognized by other nations, the old diplomats continued to work in their 
missions providing identity papers to their fellow Russians. Eventually, a League of Nations 
identity card, the Nansen Passport, was created for stateless refugees. By 1942 it was 
recognized in 52 countries. 

Consular revenue stamp with the Russian Imperial 
Eagle blotted out (done after czar Nicholas II abdicated in 
March 1917). The cancel shows it to be from the Russian 
consulate in Stockholm, Sweden. 

The Russian ambassador in Sweden at that time was 
Constantine N. Gulkevich. During the Civil War years he was 
the official representative of the White Army government. 
After the Civil War he became an emigre, participated in the 
Nansen Committee work in Geneva, and then became the 
League of Nations' representative in Berlin dealing with 
Russian emigre affairs. 

1938 French refugee fee 
stamps issued to provide the large 
numbers of undocumented White 
Russians with identity papers. 
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Russian White Army Veterans' Organizations, 1920s-1930s 

Gallipoli Society 

Rare pre-WWII Gallipoli Society vignette from Belgium. 

I 

1960s charity Easter greeting card 
issued by the USA Gallipoli society chapter in 
New York to aid veterans in a nursing home. 
It shows the three black crosses for military 
camps at Gallipoli, Lemnos, and Biserta. 

In November of 1920, approximately 
135 naval vessels evacuated the Russian 
White Army units from Crimea to 
Constantinople. After negotiations with the 
French and British military authorities who 
at the end of WWI were in control of the 
area, the Russian troops were allowed to 
disembark and set up tent cities on the 
Marmara Sea coast at Gallipoli and Lemnos. 
The Allies allowed the Russian navy to 
anchor at Biserta, Tunis. Black crosses 
commemorating survival through that harsh 
winter were issued in 1921 by the Russian 
Command. In the summer of that year a 
number of officers stationed in Gallipoli 
created the Gallipoli Society, whose purpose 
was to help its members maintain contact 
after the dissolution of the White Army. 
Three years later, ROVS, the Russian All
Military Union, was formed in order to 
maintain military cohesion if ever there was 
a new call to arms for battle against the 
Soviet regime, but also to provide aid to the 
wounded Russian veterans and to advocate 
for veterans' causes. The Gallipoli Society 
joined ROVS, but maintained its own 
chapters in Belgium, France, the USA, South 
America and other locations where fate 
scattered the White Army troops. 



Russian White Army Wounded Veterans' Organizations, 1920's -- 30's 

Many White Army veterans living in exile fell on hard times. Being stateless, generally 
lacking a good profession, and having poor command of the local language made survival a 
challenge, especially for the wounded veterans. They and their supporters formed charitable 
societies throughout the Russian Diaspora. There was communication between the various 
organizations and a feeling of commonality, and there existed a single organization, the Union 
of Russian Invalids, that they all belonged to. However the local organizations were responsible 
for their own activities and collection of donations. 

Serbia 
These three charity vignettes printed by Samoylov were intended to raise funds for the 

Russian Invalids Home of the Martyred Czar Nicholas II in Belgrade. 

China 
A design quite similar 

to the ones above was used for 
this vignette. Its inscription 
says: "Foreign Funds for the 
Russian Invalids in the Far 
East." The denomination if 
French currency may indicate 
that the stamp was circulated 
in the French concession of 
Shanghai, where many White 
Russians settled. 
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This postcard was issued in the early 1930s by the Union of Military Invalids in Harbin, 
Manchukuo, the Japanese puppet state in Manchuria. 



Bulgaria -- 1920s(?) 

It should be pointed out that once the White Army disbanded in 1922, its veterans--those 
who did not join the military of other countries, such as the French Foreign Legion--officially 
became civilian refugees, even though they still had their own veterans' organizations like ROVS. 
Care for those who were in need became the task of religious charitable organizations. The 
Brotherhood of St. Nicholas, organized in 1921 by bishop Seraphim (Sobolev) at the Russian St. 
Nicholas church in Sofia, Bulgaria, provided financial support for its needy parishioners by 
conducting charitable collection drives. The blue charity stamp below was sold at 1 Leu and 
featured the St. Nicholas church entryway which can be seen in a modern photo below. The large 
vignette showing a portrait of czar Alexander II was printed in the 1920s to collect 5 Leu donations 
for ROVS's Russia's Salvation Fund, which was used for undercover work against the Soviet regime. 

Belgrade, Yugoslavia (?) -- 1926 

Among the Russian emigres in Belgrade was 
a well-to-do gentleman, Dimitri Sirotkin, an Old 
Believer who owned a small shipping business. In 
1926 he printed a series of labels parodying actual 
Soviet stamps. Somehow he managed to 
clandestinely send the whole issue into Russia 
under the guise of genuine collectible stamps from a 
fictional Moscow Philatelic firm. This may be one of 
those vignettes. It shows two figures astride a horse
-a skeleton with a scythe, dressed in the hat and coat 
of a Red Army soldier, and possibly Leon Trotsky, 
one of the hated leaders of the Communist 
Revolution (detail at left). Presumably they are 
riding off to hell. The blue vignette parodies the red 
stamp from an actual 1925 USSR set commemorating 
the 20th anniversary of the 1905 revolution. Sirotkin 
refused to sell any of his parodies to collectors in 
Belgrade, and as a result almost none of his stamps 
survived. 
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A 1931 lottery ticket 
issued by the Union of 
Russian Invalids in 
Bulgaria to collect 
funds for the 
construction of a Home 
for Russian Invalids. It 
is inscribed mostly in 
Bulgarian but depicts 
the Russian imperial 
eagle and the officer's 
Order of St. George. 

Bulgaria 1923 - 3 1 

Bulgaria was a very hospitable host country 
for the exiled Russian community. The 
Bulgarians remembered the decisive military 
support that they received from Russia during 
their War of Liberation from the Ottoman 
Empire in the 1870's. For them, the White 
Russians were "bratushki" - brothers, fellow 
Orthodox Slavs who helped them in their time 
of need. 

The 1923 vignettes commemorating the 45th 
anniversary of Bulgarian independence are 
inscribed in Bulgarian, but were produced by 
Russian emigres. They mention Russia soldiers, 
shows the Russian military Order of St. George, 
and reproduces a famous triptych painting by 
Russian artist Vereshchagin "All Quiet on 
Shipka Pass" which depicts a Russian guard in 
Bulgaria freezing to death but not abandoning 
his post in the War of Liberation. The same 
painting was reproduced on the Russian 
emigre postcard printed in New York in 
1967. 



The Brotherhood of Russian Truth (BRP), 1921-early 1930s-- Europe 

The BRP was a Russian patriotic organization established in 1921 by Cossack chieftain 
Krasnov, Prince Liven, the writer Amfiteatrov, and other members of the White Movement, for 
the purpose of overthrowing Bolshevism in Soviet Russia. The main method of struggle for the 
brotherhood was the establishment of an underground terrorist network of counter
revolutionaries within Soviet Russia. They found some support in Belarus, the Caucuses, and 
Russia's Far East. The brotherhood sent its operatives to cross the Soviet border clandestinely 
but with little success, since Baron Kolberg, one of the BRP leaders within the secret "Inner 
Line," turned out to be a Soviet informer. After about ten years of attempts at sabotage and raids, 
the organization was dissolved. 

These rare BRP vignettes include the organization's insignia: a Russian Orthodox cross 
superposed over the Russian tricolor flag and the acronym BRP, a cross with the words "Lord, save 
Russia!" and the slogan "Communism will die, Russia will not die"; the iconic monument to Minin 
and Pozharsky, a symbol of Russian salvation, with the words ''All for Russia"; and portraits of early 
leaders of the Russian Diaspora--General Wrangel (blue and carmine) and Grand Prince Nikolai 
Romanov (magenta). 



Russia's Salvation Fund, 1924 -- Belgrade, Serbia 

This set of charity vignettes with the inscription "All for the Motherland!" was issued 
March 30, 1924. most likely in Belgrade in the Kingdom of Serbs, Croats and Slovenes. The 
labels were printed in sheets of 16 stamps, each containing four complete sets. 

According to a contemporary advertisement, the proceeds were intended for the 
Fund of His Imperial Highness Nikolai Nikolayevich. but the inscription at the bottom of 
each stamp says "For Russia's Salvation Fund." It is likely that the fund was known by both 
names. Depicted on the stamps are sacred symbols near and dear to every ethnic Russian's 
heart: St. George defeating the dragon (Moscow Principality's seal); the monument to Minin 
and Pozharsky, Russia's liberators in 1612; the Moscow Kremlin; and the Russian Orthodox 
cross. Almost all stamps in this collection have a "Sophia, Bulgaria" cancellation, but these 
vignettes were advertised and sold throughout the Russian Diaspora with face value overprints 
in different currencies. 
The similarities of design and color between these stamps and the BRP vignettes on the 
preceding page are hardly coincidental. The main purpose of both organizations was to push 
the Communists out of power. There must have been direct ties within the Russian 
community between the members of the Fund and BRP. 



Belgrade, Serbia 
1924 

Russia's Salvation Fund 



Mladoross Union, 1930's (?) - Europe 

One distinguishing characteristic of the intelligentsia within the White Russian 
Diaspora was its constant intellectual fermentation, which at times resulted in deep political 
divisions, petty bickering, and a few fringe organizations. Although the vast majority of the 
emigres were committed Monarchists and anti-Communists, there were some who believed 
that a mutually acceptable arrangement with the Soviet government could be found. The 
Mladoross Union was just such a group. It was a youth organization influenced by German 
and Italian National Socialist philosophy, and formed by Russian emigres in Germany during 
the mid-1920's. It had a large membership, published its own journal, and organized well 
attended conventions. The Mladoross Union recognized Boshevism as a movement that 
managed to maintain the territorial integrity of Russia and protect its foreign interests. As 
far as the "Mladorossy" were concerned, the Bolshevist victory was orchestrated by Russia's 
true enemies - the liberal democrats and Masons. Still, they believed that no matter what 
happened in the past, the new generation of Russians must be ready for practical and 
constructive action, and not engage in politics. 

But in the 1930's the Mladorossy suddenly announced a new idea, expressed in the 
slogan "Czar and Soviets!" They proposed to have the pretender to the Russian throne, Kirill 
Vladimirovich, become Czar; he would then rule in concert with the Soviets. This bizarre 
idea of uniting Communism and Monarchy caused the rapid decline of the Mladoross Union. 
The final nail in its coffin was the discovery in 1937 that all along there had been a 
connection between the Mladoross leaders and the Soviet security agency, the NKVD. 

This vignette has one of the 
Mladoross slogans at the bottom 
of the design: "We're not Reds, 
we're not Whites. We're Russians." 

The slogan at the bottom of this 
vignette is "Wake up, Russia! All 
which is national is ours." Both 
vignettes show the emblem of the 
Mladoross Union, the Royal Orb. 

Zagreb, Croatia 1920's (?) 

Although the organization that produced this charity label is unknown, 
its sentiment is clearly within the mainstream of Russian emigre 
thinking, The inscription on the label calls '}or the spiritual rebirth of 
Russia." The design shows one of the churches in Moscow's Kremlin. 



Nice(?), France -- 1924 or later 

In 1924 a group of Paris-based Russian emigre charitable societies joined forces 
and created the Union of Russian Societies to Aid Refugees in France. The main purposes 
of this Union were to coordinate charitable activities and attract large donations from 
various offices or organizations that were providing support for the former officers of the 
White Army and their families. The Union helped emigres who were unemployed and 
those who were completely or partially incapacitated. 

This rare block of charity stamps is overprinted with the name of the organization in 
French. The labels depict the Russian Orthodox Cathedral in Nice, France. 
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Paris, France -- before WWII 

These vignettes, probably produced in Paris, used a simple but emotionally powerful 
appeal that can be translated approximately as {(Russia people, give to your own dear 
invalid." Use of the beautiful church Slavonic lettering style strengthens the appeal's 
emotional impact. 



Cairo, Egypt -- 192 7 

After the evacuation of the White Army from Crimea in the autumn of 1920, a 
squadron of Russian naval ships carrying close to 5,000 refugees steamed their way to 
Bizerta in Tunisia. Eventually the ships' crews and civilians were placed in refugee camps 
in Tunisia and Egypt. In time, the fleet was scrapped for metal, and by 1922 approximately 
half of the Russian emigres were moved to the Slavic Balkan countries. But the rest stayed 
in Egypt--mostly in Alexandria and Cairo--and some in Tunis. As in other countries, the 
emigre community built its social life around the church and community centers. One such 
organization in Egypt was the Russian Citizens Society, whose official stamp imprint can be 
seen on the card below. The card is addressed to E(katerina) de Schlippe, probably a close 
relative of Constantine van Shlippe. Secretary of the Russian Mission in Egypt before the 
Revolution, he became an emigre and died in Cairo in 1923. Interestingly enough, the 
addressee, to whom this Easter greeting was addressed on April 24, 1927, must have lived at 
the same address in Helouan, a suburb of Cairo, until her death in 1987. The reverse of the 
card shows a photo of men, some of whom were probably members of the Society. 



Yugoslavia 1930's 

In 1929 Russian emigre philatelist living in Yugoslavia formed 
their own stamp club which soon became known as The 
Russian Philatelists Society Abroad -- Rossika. Unlike its 
successor, today's Rossica (with a "c") Society, which attracts 
all philatelists who collect Russia-related material, the first 
Rossika was primarily an organization for emigre Russian 
stamp collectors. This shows how numerous and diverse the 
White Russian emigre community was at that time to have 
supported a hobby-focused group. The Society's first President 

was Evgeniy Arkhan
gelsky (portrayed on a 
recent Rossica vignette shown on the right). 
Within the next few years after its 
establishment, the organization grew and 
added members in other cities inhabited by 
Russian Diaspora philatelists. Rossica 
chapters existed in locations as far flung as 
New York and Shanghai. Beginning its 
existence as a Russian stamp club in 
Yugoslavia, the Society published a journal, 
"Rossika", which was provided to the 
membership and marked with a decorative 
design. Its inscription reads: "Rossica--the 
organ of the Russian Philatelists Society in 

Yugoslavia." Although the design was not originally meant to be used as a poster 
stamp, a few extra copies were printed separate from the journal and used it in that 
capacity anyway (above). 

Estonia -- 1930's 

Since Estonia, Latvia, and Lithuania were part of the Russian Empire before 
the Russian Revolution, ethnic Russians were already living there when these Baltic 
countries won their independence. Conditions for most Russians who suddenly 
found themselves residing in a foreign country without having left home, remained 
fairly agreeable, and they lived there generally until WWII. Any vignettes issued by 
these Russians have yet to be discovered. However there exists a large set of Estonian 
labels issued by that nation's Esperanto Society, showing notable national landmarks. 
Among these are the Russian 
Orthodox Cathedral and the 
Municipal Russian Gymnasium 
(high school) in Tollin. Interestingly, 
the Gymnasium vignette is inscribed 
not only in Esperanto, but in 
Russian as well. It marks the tenth 
anniversary of that school which 
was established by Russian 
Diaspora educators in 1923. 
Instruction in that school was 
conducted in the Russian language. 
Quite possibly, Russian Esperanto club members in Tallinn had a hand in having the 
school, as well as the cathedral labels, added to the Estonian set. 



Belgrade, Yugoslavia -- 1929 

The Russian Boy Scout organization was created in 1909 by Colonel Oleg 
Pantyukhov, just two years after Lord Baden-Powell began his applying his principles of 
scouting in England. From the first campfire held in a forest near St. Petersburg, scouting 
spread like wildfire throughout the Russia Empire. But its principles of God and Country 
clashed with Communist atheism and internationalism, which immediately put the 
Russian scouts in opposition to the Soviet Government. As a result, scouts and their 
leaders were persecuted by the new regime, the organization was banned, and survivors 
were forced to flee abroad. In exile, they continued their mission of raising new 
generations of Russian boys and girls in a spirit of dedication to the Orthodox faith and 
Russian culture, with the assumption that one day they will bring these spiritual values 
back to Russia. Initially, the most active Russian scouting units were working in the cities 
of Yugoslavia. There, on the twentieth anniversary of Russia's scouting movement in 1929, 
the National Organization of Russian Scouts (NORS) attempted to publish a commemorative 
vignette. It used the earlier "Scout under a tree" design by Oleg Pantyukhov's wife, Nina, and 
was inscription: "Remember Russia': "Be Prepared': and "Russian scouts abroad." The 
project went no further than a few trial proofs on newsprint and white paper, such as the 
ones below. 

/ 



Belgrade, Yugoslavia -- 1939 

In 1939 the Belgrade troop of the National Organization of Russian Scouts 
undertook an ambitious project of preparing designs for and publishing a sheet of 21 
different labels commemorating the thirtieth anniversary of Russian scouting. The 
artwork for these vignettes was made by Scoutmaster Sergei Antonov. In addition to 
depicting the usual scouting activities, it shows a scout with the Russian national 
tricolor flag (abolished by the Communist government in favor of a red flag), the 
scouting fleur-de-lis insignia superposed with St. George killing the dragon, a 
portrait of Russia's senior scout leader Oleg Pantyukhov, and a symbolic image of a 
Russian scout on his knees paying homage to the symbol of Russia, Moscow's 
Kremlin. Few, if any, other full sheets such as this are extant today . 
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United States, 192os-193os 

In the first decades of the Russian Diaspora, 
only a small fraction of the White Russian refugees 
settled in the United States. Among them were some 
of the best and brightest minds of the Diaspora, such 
as RCA's inventor of television, Zworykin, aviation 
pioneer Sikorsky, and Harvard sociologist Sorokin, 
but they did not yet constitute the critical mass of 
emigres needed for a robust White Russian "colony." 
However, there were Russian-American communities 
that predated the Russian civil war. Like their 
brethren in Canada, they came to the U.S. mostly 
from the western edges of the Russian Empire in 
search of jobs and a brighter future. In the 1880s 
they began settling in the anthracite regions of 
Pennsylvania. These miners were mostly of 
Belarussian and Russine extraction, but they 
considered themselves ethnic Russian. In 1900 they 
formed the Russian Brotherhood Organization of the 
United States of America in Mahanoy City, PA. It is a 
fraternal health and death benefits society that exists 
to this day. The membership book (left) is dated 193 7. 

For these pre-revolution Russian immigrants, just as 
for the White Russians, the centers of community life were 
the parishes of the Orthodox Church, which not only 
provided spiritual guidance but also helped maintain ties to 
the Russian language and culture. Chicago's Holy Trinity 
Russian Orthodox Church vignette on the right was produced 
no later than 1928 and is inscribed in Russian. In 1927 a 
meeting was held in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, to form the 
Federated Russian Orthodox Clubs. A label partly in Russian, 
but with grammatical errors, was issued by the FROC before 
WWII (right). In 1938 the New York 

branch of Rossika, the Russian 
Philatelists Society Abroad, 
organized an exhibition that had 
its own poster stamp. So far, this 
item is the only vignette that can 
be clearly tied exclusively to the 
First Wave Russian Diaspora in 
the United States prior to WWII. 
Shown here are proofs of the first 
official Rossika label, an 
imper/orated pair without the 
central design, and one with a 
trial cobalt blue color center. 



Rossica, 1938 
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Canada -- 1940's 

The single major exception to the general anti-Communist activism of the post-revolutionary 
Russian Diaspora were the Russians who immigrated to Canada in the 1920s and 1930s. Although their 
dates of resettlement were approximately similar to those of the White emigration, they were a 
historically and culturally different subgroup of the Diaspora. After World War I, when Poland and the 
Baltic states regained their independence, many Russian peasants on the western edges of the Russian 
empire suddenly found themselves living abroad. At the time, the Canadian railroads were looking for 
farmers to settle the Canadian prairie and offering lucrative conditions for resettlement. As a result up to 
40,000 peasants in Poland and Lithuania, who considered themselves to be Russian, came to Canada. 
They soon fell under the spell of Communist leaning labor organizations, and formed the Russian 
Farmer-Worker Clubs. The organization was closed by the Canadian government at the beginning of 
WWII for suspected collusion with the Communist Party of Canada. But the membership simply 
reconstituted itself into the Federation of Russian Canadians (FRC). The FRC had branches across 
Canada, and for approximately 50 years published the only Russian language newspaper in Canada, 
Vestnik, which was highly sympathetic to the Soviet government. The fan 1, 1947 Vestnik subscription 
receipt below contains a rare block of hand cancelled FRC membership stamps. 

497 Ba thurs t Street 

Vestnik Pub 
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China, early 1920s 

The medal shown on the vignette below was created in 1920 by the White Army 
command in Siberia and was awarded to soldiers who took part in the military retreat from 
the Volga River to Lake Baikal, known as the Great Siberian Ice March. At first these medals 
were made in Chita, then Harbin. The medal came in two classes. The First Class medal is 
reproduced on the vignette. It was attached to the St. George's ribbon and was awarded to 
all those who saw action. Considering the high quality of lithographic printing, and the 
specialized metallic inks, this vignette was probably printed in Harbin in the early 1920s 
while Russian emigres still had the resources to do so. It is also possible that a part of this 
vignette was cut off at the bottom in order to remove a text. It could have been done for 
political reasons, since this copy originally came from the Soviet Union. 

Grigoriy Semenov was one of the most colorful and charismatic leaders of the anti
communist forces in the Far East during Russia's Civil War. He and his Cossack units 
continued fighting until September 1921, almost a year after General Wrangel's forces 
evacuated Crimea. During his emigre years Semenov lived in northern China and briefly in 
Japan and the United States. He continued playing a prominent role within the Russian 
Diaspora and even created a Russian nationalist philosophy, which he called Russism. 
Semenov was captured by Red Army forces in 1945 and executed for his 
counterrevolutionary activity. 
The vignette on the right shows a special St. George's Medal awarded for military valor, 
instituted by Semenov for his Special Mongolian Regiment, whose initials (CMO in Russian) 
are on the right, left, and bottom bars of the cross. It is not clear what the corner numerals 
"120" signify. It may be a commemoration of the 12Qth anniversary of the institution of the 
soldiers' St. George's Cross in the Russian Army (the officers' medal is much older.) If that is 
the case, the vignette may have been published in 1927. 



Harbin, China 1921 

Harbin, a city in northern China, was the headquarters and main supply 
center for the construction of Russia's Chinese Eastern Railway, a shortcut across 
China from Chita to Vladivostok. In 1917 there were approximately 60,000 Russian 
railroad employees and their families living in Harbin. By 1923, after the final 
skirmish in the Civil War, the number of Russian refugees in non-Communist Harbin 
swelled to 160,000 or more. With Russians constituting one half of the city's 
population, Harbin became the world's most Russian city outside Russia's territory. 
The 1920s postcard below shows a commercial area of Harbin where the shoppers 
are Russian and the store signs are in Cyrillic. 

~*-I--omw1.n-L.v'1·tud- 1J·Hr cw. m llfl-) 
PRosPiRol!.S CROSS-ROADS t HARHPJN) 

Charity vignettes published by Harbin's Public Committee to Aid the Starving in 
Russia are still denominated in Russian kopecks. These may be the earliest vignettes of 
indisputably emigre origin. Unlike most other emigre labels they clearly show the city's 
name and the year of publication. The admonition printed on the back, ''This stamp is 
not accepted anywhere as payment," seems to indicate that shoppers or, more likely, 
merchants used these stamps as replacements for small change, with the total 
amounts of savings going to charity. 
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Harbin, China 1942 

The extent to which White Russian emigres persisted in maintaining their national 
identity is illustrated quite well by the receipt below for "Cream Camellia" and perfume 
"Number 6". Madam Tun-Ki purchased it in a Russian-owned establishment "Stella" which 
was located on Artillery Street in Harbin. That information, including the old Russian street 
name in Harbin, is prominently displayed in Russian, with the translation into Chinese 
added in small characters at the left. The items sold are inscribed on the bill, longhand, in 
Russian, with a Russian-speaking Chinese employee then providing a translation in Chinese 
characters. Considering that this sale was made some 25 years after the Revolution, and the 
start of White Russian exile, the firm grip with which the Russians held to their identity can 
be interpreted as total confidence that their exile is temporary and they will return home 
after Communism is abolished. 



Harbin, China -- 1930s -- The Anti-Communist Struggle Fund 

5 and 10 cent donation stamps containing quotations from Peter the Great and 
Kozma Minin about their willingness to sacrifice all for the good of Russia. 

- - • : ¥ -~....,_- w 

Photocopy of reverse showing validation of the stamps with the 
organization's round seal, the number of the stamp, and the 
word "donation". 

The Anti-Communist Struggle Fund was created to help finance the Harbin
based Russian Fascist Organization, which was formed in the mid-1920s. This 
organization, which in 1934 became known as the Fascist Party, and in 1938 
became the Russian Fascist Union, mainly attracted Russian emigre students 
studying in Harbin. Many of them were by conviction Orthodox Monarchists who 
vehemently opposed Communism and believed that the Italian nationalist Fascist 
Party was a model worth emulating. Their motto was "God, Nation, Labor." They 
were anti-Semitic and opposed internationalism. In 1935 the party elected 28-year
old Konstantin Vladimirovich Rodzayevskiy as its leader, and for ten years he 
preached about the evils of the Soviet regime. Then, in a strange turn of fate in 1945, 
he found himself abducted and imprisoned in the Soviet embassy in Peking. From 
there he wrote a long letter addressed to Stalin in which he praised the Soviet 
leader, proclaimed Soviet Communism to be the embodiment of the Russian 
nationalist ideals, and offered his personal loyalties to Stalin and his regime. It didn't 
help.him. In 1946 he was brought to Moscow and executed. 

1.--- ------------------------·· - - - - - -



Shanghai, China -- early 1930s 

The outbreak of civil war in China between the Kuomintang and the 
Communists in 1927 was a "deja vu" moment for the tens of thousands of Russian 
emigres who only a few years earlier had escaped from the Red Army to Harbin in 
northern China. Beginning in 1929, as violence and instability continued to increase 
in the north, many Harbin Russians began to move south in ever-growing numbers 
to the relatively more stable and Westerner-friendly port city of Shanghai. Their 
first order of business was to construct an Orthodox church that could serve the 
Russian community. 

The Cathedral of the Holy Mother 
of God was built in Shanghai in the early 
1930s on a quiet, tree-lined street in the 
French Concession, where most of 
Shanghai's Russian refugees had settled. 
It was a very active church: just before 
World War II there were two bishops, 
two achimandrites, three arch-priests, 
six priests and priest monks, two proto
deacons, a church warden, and a 
secretary. The church was designed by a 
local Russian emigre to resemble the 
Cathedral of Christ the Savior in 
Moscow. It could hold 2,500 
worshippers, but some 5,000 showed up 
for the inaugural service, half of whOm 
had to remain standing outside. 

Over time twelve different vignettes were produced and sold in order to help 
raise funds for the construction of the church. Note the similarity of design between of 
one of the vignette types and the WWI charity (semi-postal) stamp issued by the 
Russian Postal Department in 1914 (at bottom). 



Shanghai, China -- 19 3 0-19 3 2 

The vignettes above depict, in descending order, the Moscow Kremlin, a 
decorative wall niche containing a low-relief image of St. George and the dragon, an 
early design of the future cathedral, and the wall tower and church domes of an 
unidentified Russian monastery. The previous page contains stamps depicting 
Patriarch Tikhon of Moscow, who was martyred in 1925, and a Russian warrior from 
the feudal period of Russian history. 



Shanghai, China -- 1930 - 1932 

The eight pairs ofimperforated vignettes below are quite rare. 
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Dalny (Dalian) -Harbin, China -- 1936 
An interesting insight into the lives of the Russian emigres in China can be gleaned 

from their correspondence, such as the letter below sent by a philatelic dealer in Dalian to his 
supplier and mentor, Mr. Shoolack, in Harbin. Dalian began in 1897 as a seaport terminal for 
the Russian Chinese Eastern Railway called Dalny, (meaning "distant") and soon became a 
large Russian military base. After the Russo-Japanese war it was occupied by Japan, which in 
the 1930s was leasing it from its puppet-state Manchukuo. Somehow Russian emigres 
continued to live there, and even thrived. The letter is all in Russian and contains questions 
about the price of various Chinese, Mongolian and even Soviet stamps. It ends with the words 
"I apologize for my endless inquisitiveness, but the reason for it is my inexperience and the 
difficulty of starting any new business in a foreign land that is poorly understood by us." 

The year shown on the cancel, 24, is according to the Minguo calendar. It corresponds to 1936. 
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Shanghai, China -- 1943-- Russian Society of Philatelists in China 

The Russian Society of Philatelists in China was formed in 1935 at a General 
Assembly of Russian stamp enthusiasts in Shanghai. It united ethnic Russians who 
were members of the China Philatelic Society, Shanghai Philatelic Society, the new 
Rossica Society branch in China, and other smaller clubs. The organization was 
officially registered with authorities of the General Settlement and the French 
Concession in Shanghai. Weekly activities such as meetings, exchanges, bourses, and 
auctions made the Society attractive to other stamp collectors, including non
Russians, who joined its ranks. But the Russian membership held all administrative 
posts in the Society, and Russian was its official language. Every winter a major 
stamp exhibition was organized by the Society, which included a bourse and special 
auctions of rare stamps. The grandest such exhibition took place in 1943. The society's 
exhibition cachet is shown below. 

(The information above is based on an article by A Vansovich in Rossica 
Journal #51.) 

r. WaHxali. K11rali 

28 !jJeBp. 1943 r. 
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Shanghai, China -- 1943 -- Russian Society of Philatelists in China 

The International Settlement was an agreement on long
term territorial concessions in Shanghai and other ports among 
China and Great Britain, France, and the United States, dating back 
to the 1840s. In time, other nations whose flags are shown in the 
center of the insignia at left, including Russia, also negotiated 
settlement concessions from the Chinese. In 1941, when the 
Japanese occupied Shanghai, the concession rights effectively 
disappeared. In 1943 Chiang Kai-Shek's free Chinese government 
signed a formal agreement with Great Britain and the United States 

on ending the special privileges. That retrocession is the subject of the Russian philatelic society's 
cachet below, which was addressed to B. A. Koneff, one of the society's ethnic Russian members. The 
change in Shanghai's status must have held more than a passing interest for the Russian emigre 
community, whose members, unlike the members of other concession nations, had no homeland 
to which they could return. It was especially true for the hundreds of former White Army Russian 
officers serving in the Russian Regiment in the Shanghai Volunteer Corps (regiment's flag above). 
This was a multinational military unit defending the Shanghai Settlement. In 1941 the Russian 
Regiment became the Russian Auxiliary Detachment of the Shanghai Municipal Police. 
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Russian Society of Philatelists in China -- 1950 

With Mao Zedong's Communists coming to power in 1949, the remaining Russians 
in China made a quick exodus. Some returned voluntarily or through coercion to Soviet 
Russia; others fled to the West. This cachet marking the Society's fifteenth anniversary was 
the last hurrah. By 1952 almost all of the old Russian emigres in China were gone. 

1935-1950 

Third from left, B. Maklaevsky, President of the Society; seated at 
left, B. Musastikov; bottom right, A Vasnovich, Treasurer. 
Standing between them, A.I. Masloff, Hon. Member of the Russian 
Society of Philatelists in China and representative of Rossica. 
Other members shown: V. Kochetov and E. Levitsky, who moved 
to the U.S.; G. Totsky, who departed for Argentina; and M. 
Artemenko, who ended up in Brazil. 



Chapter Two: The First Post-WWII Years in DP Camps 

For the Russian Diaspora, the war in Europe, and to a lesser degree in the Pacific, put an end 
to normal social activities, such as the printing of vignettes. People were intent on simply surviving. 
But soon after the war's end, they took a deep breath of relief and life began anew. During the first 
five years after the end of World War II, large numbers of Russians who had been displaced by war 
and managed to evade repatriation to the Soviet Union were still living in temporary Displaced 
Persons (DP) camps, located mostly in German territory. A few of the camps had large 
concentrations of Russians, most of whom were from the Soviet Union--the so-called Second Wave
-but there were also individuals from the White Russian Diaspora who, having lived in Eastern 
Europe and Germany after the Revolution, found themselves once again fleeing from the advancing 
Red Army. In Monchehof near Kassel, and Feldmoching near Munich, the number of ethnic 
Russians reached a critical mass sufficient to create a vibrant social infrastructure that included 
cultural events, educational classes, church services, political groups, Scouts, and Russian language 
publications. The first post-war years were also a time to re-think strategy: with the Soviet Union 
winning the war, all hopes for overthrowing the despised regime by force were gone. Liberation 
would be a long process that depended on the next generation. For that reason, activists placed 
special emphasis on educating the young in Russian schools and on Scouting organizations that 
focused on national awareness and Russian culture. The vignettes of that time reflect that 
approach. 

. -. 

' ,_ 

This envelope was posted in July of 1946 and addressed to the editorial board of the newly 
created (1945) Russian anti-Communist emigre newspaper Possev, located in DP camp Monchenhof, 
which was under the administration of the United Nations Relief and Rehabilitation Administration's 
Team 505. Possev was published by the members of an emigre organization, NTS, created in 1930. 
It came to the forefront of emigre political activism after WWII. 



DP Camp, Monchehof, Germany -- April 18, 1946 

Arguably, these are the first 
postage stamps (albeit local) 
printed specifically for the 
delivery of Easter greetings. 
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It is likely that the earliest Russian 
Diaspora vignettes in post-war 
Europe were these Easter greeting 
stamps produced by the Russian 
Scouts in Monchehof, who offered to 
deliver greeting cards (12 Pf] and 
letters (24 Pf) to families within the 
camp. Designed by scoutmaster 
Kiryushin they were printed on the 
reverse side of old German 
documents. The waxed paper 
stencil broke down after only 186 
sheetlets were produced. 
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DP Camp Monchehof, Germany -- April 28, 1946 

Issued by the Organization of Young Russian Scouts (ORYuR) 

After a very successful Easter day greeting mail delivery, the local Russian 
Scout troop decided to extend their delivery service for the rest of Easter season. These 
stamps, designed by scoutmaster Andrei Donner, were printed ten days after the Orthodox 
Easter in 1946. A total of 344 sheets were made. The sporadic use of these stamps by Scouts 
for local mail delivery continued until December. Local delivery by Scouts was attractive to 
the camp population because otherwise they had to pick up their incoming mail at the 
main camp office, which for some was quite far from the barracks where they lived. 
Outgoing mail also had to be sent from the central office, and the Scouts helped with this 
as well. 

.____ _________________________ _ - - - - - -



DP Camp Monchehof, Germany -- ORYuR -- December 29, 1946 

As can be seen from the previous two pages of this exhibit, good 
printing paper was a rare commodity in post-war Germany. But luck 
smiled at the Russian Scouts who were expanding their local delivery 
service. There was a stack of old, unsold calendars printed by a 
publishing house, "Zhar Ptica" (Firebird), on fine paper. The Possev 
newspaper's printing shop, still located in Monchehof, offered to print the 
new stamps on the clean backs of the calendar pages. The next stamp, 
designed by Boris Kiryushin, depicts Bogdan Khmelnytsky a Cossack 
Hetman who in 1654 signed an agreement that led to the expansion of the 
Russian Empire. These stamps exist perforated and imper/orated; 766 
sheets were printed. The paper is watermarked with wavy lines. The sheet 
below has the month of September showing on the back. 
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DP Camp Monchehof, Germany -- September 1, 194 7 
Issued by the Organization of Young Russian Scouts (0 RYuR) 

Not too long after the previous Russian Scout stamp was issued, someone who was 
not pleased with the success of the local postal deliveries by the Scouts lodged a complaint 
against ORYuR with UNRRA's Team 505, the Monchehof DP camp's American 
administration. As a result, the mastermind of this operation, scoutmaster Rostislav 
Polchaninoff, was arrested and detained in jail for one day. UNRRA found that the Scouts 
were violating directives that did not permit mail delivery by anyone other than the 
German Post Office. As a result of this finding, ORYuR was ordered to cease mail deliveries. 
In the meantime, while UNRRA was deliberating, more Scout stamps were already in the 
works. 

The proof set above continued the design style of the earlier Hmelnitsky stamp. In 
the best traditions of the Russian Diaspora, all five stamps were envisioned as a single set 
dedicated to Russian cultural and patriotic values. The succeeding four show the Bronze 
Horseman statue of Peter the Great, a portrait of 18th century Russian military leader 
Suvorov, the great poet and writer Alexander Pushkin, and an image of Moscow's Kremlin. 
The proofs were made in the Herman Henkel printing shop in Grebenstein, Germany. They 
were used as examples of proposed stamps in numerous petitions to UNRRA requesting a 
review of the initial ruling banning ORYuR Scout deliveries. There was also some interest in 
the proofs shown by local stamp collectors. 



Munich, Germany -- October 8, 1948 
The Russian Nationwide Sovereign Movement (RONDD) 

The inscription in the eds is: RONDD, Communication service abroad. 

While ORYuR Scouts were busy adjudicating their case with UNRRA, another Russian 
emigre organization was making a name for itself through the publication of vignettes. Despite 
the impressive-sounding name--the Russian Nationwide Sovereign Movement--this group never 
attracted more than a handful of supporters. It was the brainchild of Evgeniy Arcyuk, who wrote 
under the pseudonym of Derzhavin, and was also known as Alexander White. According to 
Rostislav Polchaninoff, who was acquainted with him, Arcyuk was a very ambitious and slippery 
fellow, a possible double agent working for American intelligence in post-war Germany while 
maintaining unspecified ties with its Soviet counterparts. The mostly fictitious organization was 
created in part to show his American benefactors that he was actively engaged in political work 
among Russian DPs and emigres, and required more money for his work. Not coincidentally, the 
words "Patriotic Fund" appear on the stamps. They were professionally printed in Munich, sold in 
the lngolstadt DP camp, and mailed to collectors throughout the world. The stamps actually saw 
some genuine usage in prepaying the private mail delivery of at least two known mass-mailings. 
Arcyuk was a financial supporter of one of the Russian Scout organizations, NORS, using funds he 
obtained from the "Vlasov treasury" (known earlier as Wrangel's treasury). Arcyuk was also a 
leading member of the St. Andrew's Flag Union, a patriotic Russian emigre organization that 
attracted former members of General Andrei Vlassov's WWII Russian Liberation Army. Not 
surprisingly, St. Andrew's flag, the flag of the old Russian fleet, is the subject of the stamps on the 
philatelic cover above. Arcyuk died in the 1950s under mysterious circumstances. 



Munich, Germany -- RONDO -- July 30, 1948 

The souvenir sheet of four stamps on the envelope below was the first RON DD issue. One thousand 
five hundred sets were printed. Its purpose was to mourn the second anniversary of the execution of 
General Vlasov by Soviet authorities. The envelope, addressed to a relative of aviation's I. Sikorsky, 
contained an invitation, shown on the next page, to a memorial service officiated by the head of the 
Russian Orthodox Church Abroad, Metropolitan Anastassy. RONDD equated General Vlasov with heroes 
of the anti-Communist White Movement-- generals Kornilov and Wrangel, and Admiral Kalchak. 
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Munich, Germany -- RONDO -- 1948-9? 

The black-bordered invitation below was for a church service commemorating 
General Vlassov and "his valiant comrades who shared his tragic fate, and all the 
participants of the White and Liberation Struggle who died fo r Russia at the hands of the 
Red enemy." 
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A few of the stamps from the first 
RONDD souvenir sheet were later cut 
out and overprinted with new values, as 
shown on the far right. 

The single-stamp souvenir sheet 
is one of the last RONDD issues. It 
proclaims "eternal memory to the 
heroes who were betrayed at Dachau on 
January 19, 1946." On that date a 
violent forced repatriation began for 
the Russians, Cossacks, and others who 
were interred at Dachau and were 
members of the Russian anti
communist forces formed in Germany 
during WWII. Many committed suicide 
rather than return to the USSR. 



Munich, Germany-- November 7, 1948 

RONDD stamps depicting a famous Kiev statue of St. Vladimir, overprinted with the inscription 
"God save Russia. Day of Irreconcilability." In the 1930s, Russian emigres began marking their resolute 
opposition to November 7, the day when the Communists came to power in Russia. The tradition 
continued after World War II. This set is denominated in German Marks and U.S. Dollars and printed on 
ungummed paper with a wavy line watermark (see scan). The printer provided numerous variations with 
the watermark lines descending to the right or left, depending on how the paper was fed into the printing 
press. The stamp was used to frank the large souvenir folder shown on the next two pages. 

Evgeniy Arcyuk chose iconic images from Russian history, cherished symbols of Russians' pride 
known to all of the Russian Diaspora, as subjects for his vignettes. They include Prince Vladimir of 
Kiev, who Christianized Russ in 988 and is revered by Orthodox Russians; Yermak Timofeevich, who in 
the mid-16th century began exploration of Siberia and initiated the expansion of Russian territory to 
the east; the monument to the merchant Minin and Prince Pozharsky, who raised and led a volunteer 
army to liberate Moscow from Polish occupation in 1612; the monument to Hetman Bogdan 
Khmelnytsky, whose actions led to the unification of Ukraine with Russia in the mid-17th century; St. 
Andrew's flag, used by the Russian navy as its standard, flying above the silhouette of Moscow's 
Kremlin; and St. George killing the dragon, the symbol of Muscovy. The folder provides the symbolic 
meaning of each stamp: Orthodox Christianity, national statehood, civic valor, national unity, struggle 
for liberation, and victory over evil. 



Munich, Germany-- November 7, 1948 

Mr. Arcyuk was, without doubt, a highly energetic and motivated man to have created such high 
quality mementos of the Russian Diaspora in post-war Germany. The folders were sold throughout the 
Diaspora as both anti-Communist propaganda and promotional material aimed at boosting sales of the 
stamps. Some of the more common varieties were printed in sets of 20,000. The folders had an address 
cover shown below. Inside the cover was a call to support RONDD (inserted photocopy). A set of 
RON DD labels stamped with an elaborate cancel were to the right of the fold (next page). 

HO/fl{EPH:HBAHTE 

11 A T P 11 O T 11 '4 E C I{ 11 M <I> O H A P. 0, H. J(. A. 
PDCCHHCHOfO O&UIEHAUHOHAllbHOrn HAPOllHO - llf PttlAOHOro llOHlllEHHH, 

KAK <i>OHJ\ BOPhBbl 11POTliB KOMMYHH3MA 3A CBOBO,QY H IIPABO POCCHJ1Ciwro 

HAPO,QA Ii 3A Ero B031lPA!l\EllHE HA liCTOPJiqEcTrn:tl: POCCifflC!mll: .UEPJKABilhlll: DYTQ. 

C BEF'OIO B 601A H nlO&OBblO H O'fEllEC'fBV -

3A eomo HAPOAHVIO H AEPJKABHVIO BnACTbl 



Munich, Germany-- November 7, 1948 

RONDD souvenir folder issued to mark the Day of Irreconcilability. The circular date 
cancel carries the following wording: "Day of Irreconcilability of the Russian people with 
Communism" and "Communication service abroad." The date is shown in both the Gregorian 
and Julian ("old style') calendars. The Julian is still used by the Russian Orthodox Church. 

- - . - . BEJIHKHH POCCllHCKHH HAPO/{ 
nenpUMUpU.tl'l n ~OJJf,JJIYH/UUMy 

06 3TOM CBH,ZJ;eTeJibCTBYlOT MHOrne MHJIJlliOHLI 3UMY"lCBTlbIX B 3aCTCHI\aX Ii 3afrJilOTJeHHbIX B 
1-;om:i;JJarepRx ConeTc1rnro Co1oaa, ooni:i:on Pycc1wfi Ocno6o,'lilTeJILIIOH ApMHil, uenoaBparriemi;eB, 
li€IIpephIBHhI M TIOTOI\OM 6erylll,HX ll3 pH,ZJ;OB COBeTCR'.llX BOopy:JJWHHbIX CHJI II BOOOIIJ,e DCCX 6eJlbIX 

1r---------~ ----------
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pOCCHHCirnx llOJIIlTIFICCKUX m.rnrpaHTOil! 
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Munich, Germany -- 1948 

RONDD stamps denominated in German Marks, printed on horizontally laid paper. 
According to Arcyuk's own catalog (1948) there were 20,000 sets of perforated stamps issued 
and 2,000 imper/orate sets. 



Munich, Germany -- 1948 

RONDD stamps denominated in U.S. Dollars, printed on vertically laid paper. Evgeny 

Arcyuk issued 20,000 such perforated sets. 



RON DD -- Munich, Germany -- 1949 

!-. . I 

UTHP-bfTOE DH.CbM'O 
noqrA CJIY)J(Sbl CB5l3M p.O.H . .[l.Jl; 
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The stamped New Year's 
greeting card above carries 
a cancellation date of 
January 1, 1949. According 
to the text of the card 
(right) and the overprint on 
the stamp, that day marked 
the tenth anniversary of the 
birth of a Nationwide 
Sovereign Movement. The 
card calls for all the 
disparate parts of the 
Russian Diaspora to unite 
in order to liberate Russia. 
The card above is addressed 
to the Chairman of the 
Russian Philatelic Club in 
Paris, France. The one 
below was delivered to Igor 
Sikorsky who established 
the Sikorsky Aircraft 
Corporation in Bridgeport, 
Connecticut. 

B 'f a p .l : e 
·-·-·······-···········-··-···········-·--·······-----...···'-· ---· 
--·-- --~--··-· · --....._._ ______ . _____ _,_ __ ........... 

"3axomuM noMO't'b Mocuo8C1WMY I'ocyoapcmey, mau ne 
:m:aJ1,em'b na.M u.MettUJt c6oew; ne :m:aJ1,em'b nultew: 060p'bt 
npooa6am'b, :m:en u oemeu aauJ1,aO'bt6am'b; 6um'b 1teJ1,0.M 
mo-.My, umo 6'bt 6cmynu.llcJt aa ucmuuny10 Ilpa80CJl,lltmy10 
Bepy u 6'but 6'bt y uac Jta1laJt'b1lU'/CO.M ... '.' 

MHHHH 

Poccn:iicKoe Ofi~euan;HOHa.JI&Hoe Hapo,ll;HO • Jl;epmaBuoe jl;Bumeune 
np1rneTCTByeT Bcex cooTeqecTBeHHHKOB - naTprroTOB c HoBhIM. f o,n:oM II BbipalKaeT Ha

.n:ew:.n:y, qTo B 3TOM ro:ny Bee IICTIIHHhie CbIHbI Poccn-II oT6poc.SIT pacrrpII, pa3HOrJia

CII.SI HJIII ;rnqnyIO irnrrpM5!3Hb II cyMeIOT CTIJIOTHTb CBOE> pH,Zl;bl ,Zl;.'I5I o6mero naTpHOTH

qecKoro ocBo66,n:IITeJihHOro )(eJia! 

MIIpo:So_e nanpmientte pacTeT: OJIH3HTCH BpeM.SI, KOr)(a MhI cMOlKeM BHOBb rro,11;

HHTh fioeBoe 3HaM.SI 6ophOhI 3a PoccHIO. Mb1 OO.SI3aHbI OhITh roTOBhI K 3TOMY qacy. 

Hali,11;e.M 'lKe B ce6e ,11;QcTaToqno pernHMOCTH, qTOOhI ooy3.uaTh JIHqnhre qecTOJII<)OII

.Bhie 3aMhICJlhr II caMOJIIOOIIR. CTpo.SIBIIM rpalK,11;aHcKy10 C03HaTeJihHOCTh, .n:o6poBOJihHO 

CB5!3aB ce05I ,ll;HCUHIIJIHHOH no.n:qHHeHII.SI e,Zl;IIHOMY BHenapTHHHOMY aBTOpIHeTy. 
ToJJ&KO B eJJ;HHeuuu enJJa? ToJI1>Ko JJ;OopoBo.lil>HOe no,ll;'"IHHeuue coaJJ;a• 

eT 110,ll;JIHHHOe e,ll;HHeHHe? . 
· Ey,11;eM Bep:n:Th, qTo HMeHHO B 3TOM, 32-0!>1 ro.n:y KpecTHoro nyTII PoccttiicKoro 

Hapo.n:a CBepIIIHTC5I 'ly,ll;O CBHTOii Pyc11: oy;ZJ;eT IIOBeprnyTa caTaHIJHCKaH KOMMYHH

CTHqecKaH BJiaCTh :n: Poccttilcrrn51 llep:iKaBa ""BOCKpecneT BO BCeM CBOeM BeJinqIIIII 

3a pyoelKoM, · 1-ro HHBap rr 1949 ro)(a, 
B )(et!b 10-oii rO)(OBllJ,HHbl 3apOlK):leHHH 
H)(en Poccnil:cKoro Hapo,11Ho,11epm:aBHl!. 

HepxoBHhlB CoBeT H r JiaBa 
P .O.H.)l;.,ll;. 



RONDDD -- Munich, Germany -- 1949 

The red overprint on the RONDD stamp is in Ukrainian. It celebrates the 
Council of Pereiaslav that led to the union of Ukraine and Russia in 1654. The eerily 
familiar slogan "One people, one nation" is printed on the stamps. The actual 
unification process was initiated as a political maneuver by the Orthodox Cossacks 
living in the Zaporozhian Host areas, who felt pressure from the Catholic Poles and 
wished to strengthen their independence. But their hoped-for protection by the 
Russian crown resulted in political unification. 

It seems likely that Yevgeny Arcyuk himself intentionally franked the envelope 
in such a way as to have a Munich postal cancellation covering his stamp. 

Mr 

' -
Fr a.nkreich. 

It is worth noting that, although 
the overwhelming majority of White 
Russian emigres despised the Soviet 
regime, there existed an unintended 
convergence of views on some matters 
of national ideology. The decidedly anti
communist RONDD celebrated Russia's 
reunification with Ukraine, and so did 
the Soviet government five years later, 
as witnessed by the two stamps on the 
right commemorating reunification. 

Pari.s 8e. 



Schleissheim DP Camp, Germany -- 1949? 
A 1946 RONDD souvenir sheet, previously cancelled, was reused to ''frank" this envelope sent to 

ORYuR scoutmaster Ivanov. General Suvorov's image is stamped on the upper left. An identical but 
smaller image of the general was used for a 1949 ORYuR scout stamp, and the same rubber stamp was 
used for an ORYuR scout ribbon. The Russian DP Camp community was certainly close-knit. 
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West Germany -- April 30, 1953 

This souvenir sheet was probably the last vignette produced by RONDD's leader 
Arcyuk. It commemorates the 44th anniversary of NORS--the National Organization of 
Russian Scouts--which, along with ORYuR and a handful of other competing emigre scouting 
groups, traced its origins to the first organization created in 1909 by Oleg Pantyukhov. A 
careful study of the sheet shows that it may have been originally produced in 1949 when 
Russian scouting was celebrating its 40th anniversary. In that case, the vertical text on 
both sides was added four years later. However, since a souvenir sheet without the side 
inscriptions has not yet been seen by the owner of this collection, it may be that 
production in 1949 was delayed by four years. 
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HOPC 
HaqHoHanbHOH OpraHH38QHH PyccHHX CHay1oe 

Ko ~RIO 40-JieTHSI co ~HSI OCHOBaHHSI 

01 PoccHicHoro OfiuteaaqHoaanbHoro 
Hapoaao-llepJHaeaoro llBHJHeHHH 

POB,ZJ;~ 

= m 
Si -= m = er = -

C6op om pacrrpocmpaHemm cew Bbmyc1w rrpeiJ11aa11wie11 pycCKu:At C/{ayma,,1, 
T11paJ1C crrez1ua,1b11ow Oblrryc1m OJlR HOPC - 1000 J1ucm1wo. 



Munich, Germany-- ORYuR -- April 30, 1949 

The 40th anniversary of Russian scouting was celebrated with two souvenir sheets 
issued by the Bavarian Anniversary Committee of the Bavarian Section of the Organization of 
Young Russian Scouts (ORYuR). In 1949 the ORYuR roster in Germany and Austria stood at 305 
members. The souvenir sheets were printed on good quality coated paper which, after the 
post-war German monetary reform, became relatively easy to purchase in Munich. 

OPIOP - Ifa,11;amrn I06mrniiHoro KoMHTeTa B. 0 . 
The individual 

designs for the block of 

eight were borrowed 

from the 1939 Belgrade 

sheet of 21 scouting 

vignettes, (frame 2) 

which were mostly 

drawn by Sergei 

Antonov. But the Scout 

lily and the First 

Russian Scout's portrait 

were the artwork of 

Olga Pantyukhov, the 

First Scout's spouse. 

1909 - 1949 1909 - 1949 

1909 - 1949 1909 - 1949 

40 - .rieTHe P OCCHHCKOro PA3BE,IJ;1IECTBA 

Opramrnau;1rn PoccHlicRHx lOHhIX Pa3Be,n:lln:RoB. -

_ I06mrnliHhIM ROMMTeT BaBapcRoro 0T,11;e~--

I' 
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1909 - 1949 1909 - 1949 

1909 - 1949 1909 - 1949 

The single design blue 
souvenir sheet was the work of Igor 
Schmitov, who in the following 
twenty years designed many of the 
ORYuR's stamps. 



DP Camp ORYuR Scouts -- Monchehof, Germany -- February 1, 1949 

Eight months passed after UNRRA Team 505 ordered the scouts of ORYuR to stop 
local camp deliveries of mail to Russian families living there. All efforts to have UNRRA 
reconsider failed. But then UNRRA's functions were passed on to the United Nation's 
International Refugee Organization (IRO). When ORYuR approached them, the new IRO 
management did not commit itself in writing, but agreed verbally to a resumption of 
limited operations. Thus two of the new designs were put into circulation to be used, 
ostensibly, for mail among members of ORYuR. 

The issue consisted of three denominations of 2, 5, and 8 Pfennigs. The first stamp in 
the set pictures the Moscow Kremlin, and the other two depict General Alexander Suvorov, a 
leader who was loved by his men and was famous in Russia for never having lost a battle 
during the numerous wars of the 18th century. By the time the stamps were printed, the 
original inflationary stamp prices in Germany had decreased. Since the earlier values were 
indicated on the stamp designs made a year before, the new lower values had to be 
overprinted by hand. Affordable paper availability was still a problem, so the 2 Pf stamp was 
printed on the backs of old pink German forms, and the 8 Pf on yellowish forms. Regular 
newsprint was used for the 5 Pf stamps, four of which are presented here and show the 
variation in print quality and in the overprints. Only 136 5 Pf stamps were produced, with 
slightly higher quantities of the other two {400 and 280). 



DP Camp ORYuRScouts -- Feldmoching, Germany -- January 1, 1950 

During 1949 some of the Russian DP families living in Monchehof moved to 
another DP camp--Feldmoching, also known as Schleissheim, just north of Munich. 
Among them was scoutmaster Polchaninoff, a long-time stamp collector who was 
the driving force behind the production of patriotic Russian scout stamps in 
Monchehof. He continued his work with Russian youth at the new location, where 
an eager group of young scouts were ready to provide their services in delivering 
some local mail. That opportunity came with the celebration of the New Year on 
January 1, 1950. Scout stamps issued earlier were re-valued by perforation and went 
on sale. The number of stamps re-valued in this way was small: only 56 of the 5 Ph 
stamps were perforated, which raised their price to 50 Ph; 120 of the 8 Ph stamps 
received perforation, which turned them into 30 Ph stamps. The other two stamps 
were valued at 20 and 10 Ph, and produced in larger quantities than the first two 
stamps (400 and BOO stamps, respectively.) 

··········· ~········· · ·········· · 
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DP Camp ORYuR Scouts -- Feldmoching, Germany -- January 25, 1950 

This airmail postcard printed on ordinary paper was produced with and without the .two-line 
Russian text. The cards without the text were intended for Yugoslav Scouts, but the project fell 
through and the postal cards were never issued. The pair of stamps below are marked "Service Post" 
and were intended for internal use within ORYuR. All three vignette designs were borrowed from the 
1939 Anniversary set of labels issued in Yugoslavia by Russian Scouts. They were printed in Munich by 
Pavlovsky. 

PA3BEJFIECKA5I ABHO-IlOYTA 
OTKPbITOE f111CbMO 

UeHa 60 m:p, 
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DP Camp ORYuR Scouts -- Feldmoching, Germany -- June 1, 1950 

The fifth and last stamp of the set of ORYuR scout stamps featuring patriotic 
subjects was printed on considerably better paper than the previous stamps of that 
issue, which had begun at the end of 1946. Five years after the end of WWII, life in 
post-war Germany was improving somewhat. The Bronze Horseman stamp was 
produced in Leonid Pavlovsky's Typography in Munich, and was issued both 
perforated and imper/orate on thick and thin paper. The bottom right stamp in each 
eight-stamp sheet/et had large "S"s in the overprint because Pavlovsky's shop only 
had 14 pieces of movable type with a small 5 . 
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DP Camp ORYuR Scouts -- Feldmoching, Germany-- July 8, 1950 

By 1950 the YMCA was quite active in DP camps, including the one at Feldmoching. 
"Eem-ka", as the Russians called it, was preparing refugees for resettlement to the United 
States by providing English language classes and holding orientation sessions about America. 
The YMCA had a small free library and an open entertainment hall for young people where 
they could play billiards, ping-pong, chess and checkers. It was in that hall that an exhibit 
about life in DP camps was organized through the efforts of Rostislav Polchaninoff. This was 
timed to coincide with the arrival at Feldmoching of a high YMCA official, Donald Lauri, from 
Paris. The exhibit hall's walls were decorated with original movie posters by a local Russian 
artist. Participants included the local chapter of the ORYuR Scout organization, the Russian 
Sokol youth movement, the Rossica Philatelic Society, and the local library. Mr. Polchaninov 
exhibited his collection of old Russian manuscripts, various national DP camp stamps, and 
currency notes from concentration camps. He also prepared a set of three stamps with the 
show's overprint which could be purchased, attached to an envelope, and cancelled at the 
exhibit. The show was an eye-opener for Mr. Lauri, who had never been to a DP camp before, 
and a bonanza for Alexander Chebotkevich, the Rossika Society's president, who at the time 
was also living in Feldmoching, and who was able to add new members to the Society's roster 
as a result of publicity at the show . 

.#l:J"'-1-. -~' . ;ffv4~~._f . ~----· 
o/o · ~'1..-i /J..K.id 

I ~ts Zrt!afRRA fli:t . 
J;1 ~ ~arv.-~~ "rc.:.v 11-

The three stamps on the cover were overprinted with a hand-stamped text: "Scout 
exhibition, Feldmoching 8.7.50". The circular date stamp contains two words: "Scout Post". 
There were 600 5Ph and 20Ph stamps issued and 400 10Ph stamps made. 



,---------------------------------- ------·····- ·· -

DP Camp Felmoching, Germany -- May 18, 1950 

The Feldmoching DP camp had a one-room post office with two mailmen, one 
German, the other Russian. The Russian fellow, Nikolai Pavlov, a member of the Rossica 
Philatelic Society, delivered mail to Russian addressees and provided some additional local 
postal services. He was aware of the Russian Scout post stamps being sold in Feldmoching, 
and in his conversations with Rostislav Polcahninov an idea was born to create Russian DP 
Feldmoching camp stamps that could be used to pay for some of the special postal services 
--such as delivery of Express Mail--and also serve as mementos. The Russian Camp 
Committee supported the idea. It is likely that national pride played a role as well, 
considering that the Ukrainian and Polish DP camps were issuing similar stamps. In May, a 
hand-printed trial run was made to commemorate the 150th anniversary of General 
Suvorov's death, and it proved to be quite a hit with the Russian community. A total of 400 
stamps were issued. 

I 

Feldmoching Camp shopping and services area in 1950 



Feldmoching DP Camp, Germany -- June 6, 1950 

After the success of the Suvorov stamp, it was decided to expand the effort and 
produce three additional stamps with values of 5, 10, and 20 Pfennigs to commemorate the 
150th anniversary of poet Alexander Pushkin's death, as well as a regular 5 Pfennig stamp. 
Since the Camp Committee's finances were miniscule, it was decided to use the existing 
printing plates already produced for the Scout stamps and simply print in Russian "Camp 
Post Feldmoching" over the words "Scout Post" in the scroll at the top of the stamps. In 
exchange for the use of ORYuR printing plates, the Camp Committee offered to help with 
the purchase of scarce paper for the new issue of Scout stamps. The combined order for 
Scout and Committee stamps was sent to the Pavlovsky printing shop in Munich, which 
proceeded to bungle the details of the request. Nonetheless, some stamps were produced. 
Ideally there would have been just four Russian Camp Post stamps, but in reality there exist 13 
basic varieties differing in thickness of paper, because it came from different sources, and in 
perforations--or their lack--because the perforating machine was temperamental. All of the 
basic varieties and some additional variations are shown in the next few pages. 

Regular issue, imper/orate, thick paper, 14 sheetlets 



•. I 

Feldmoching DP Camp, Germany -- June 6, 1950 

~ < ,, 

Regular issue, imper/orate, on thin paper 

23 sheetlets printed 

. : \• ~ 

Note that, on all of the 5 Phennig stamp sheetlets in this issue, the bottom right stamps have 

large numeral "S"s. 
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Feldmoching DP Camp, Germany -- June 6, 1950 

As seen on the previous page, the full sheet of stamps consisted of two sheetlets of eight 
stamps inverted in relation to each other, which form four pairs of vertical tete-beches. Rostislav 
Polchaninov has written in his recollections that the reason for this arrangement, and for the large 
unused margins, is explained by the limitations of the printing machine in Mr. Pavlovsky's shop. 
He hand-fed each sheet individually to print the first block of eight, and then repeated the 
operation by turning the sheet around for the second impression. There were only 10 full sheets 
like that printed on thick paper and perforated. 

Regular issue, perforated, on thin paper (above). There were 288 stamps printed (36 sheetlets). 

In all, there were four basic printed varieties of the regular issue stamp depicting the famous 
equestrian statue to Peter the Great in Petersburg. Within that variation, there was an additional 
stamp in each sheet/et of eight that had larger numerals than the rest. 

It should be emphasized that all of 
these variations did not stem from a desire 
to create marketable varieties of stamps; 
rather, it was a lack of money to purchase 
good paper and pay for fine printing. These 
two contemporary photographs of daily life 
in Felmoching Camp hint at the harsh 
realities of life there at the time. Despite 
those difficulties, members of the Russian 
community were acting to preserve their 
culture and pass it on to the next generation. 
These stamps were part of that effort. 

1.------ - ------------------- - - -- --



DP Camp Feldmoching, Germany -- June 6, 1950 

Stamps commemorating the 150th anniversary of the death of Russia's most revered 
poet, whose verses can be recited from memory by practically every Russian, were printed 
in three denominations. But as is the case with the regular issue, there exist multiple 
variations of the basic stamps in perforation, paper thickness, and color. The stamps were 
overprinted at the bottom with just the date of the anniversary--"6.6.1950". It was up to 
the purchaser to know the significance, although the stamp designs provided clues: the 
green stamp shows the poet's portrait, and the red-violet one alludes to perhaps the most 
famous of Pushkin's poems, "Bronze Horseman". 

. / 

Thick paper, imper/orate. Note the large numeral "S"s at bottom right. 25 sheetlets issued. 



DP Camp Feldmoching, Gemany -- June 6, 1950 
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Thin paper, 16 stamps issued Thick paper, 272 stamps issued 

·") 'i · 

Thick paper, 34 sheetlets issued There exist two shade varieties of this paper. The one above is yellowish. 



DP Camp Feldmoching, Gemany -- June 6, 1950 

Thick paper as on the previous page, but of a whiter shade. 

Note the repeating plate flaw on the lower left stamp in all of the Pushkin portrait sheetlets. 
The right stem of the jleur-de-lis at the bottom of the stamp has a tear-shaped blotch. 
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DP Camp Feldrnoching, Gernany -- June 6, 1950 

20 Pfennig, thick paper, imperforate, 88 stamps issued (11 sheetlets) 

Thin paper, imperforate, 20 sheetlets issued 
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DP Camp Feldmoching, Gemany -- June 6, 1950 

The full sheet of 16 stamps on the previous page (10 Pfennig perforated) was issued in 

209 full sheets (418 sheetlets). 

Thick paper, perforated, 
192 stamps issued 

Thin paper, perforated, 
1152 stamps issued 
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DP Camp ORYuR Scouts -- Regensburg, Germany -- 1950 

Although the Regensburg DP Camp is best known for its Ukrainian DP Camp Post 
stamps, ethnic Russian refugees were also a part of the Camp's population. By 1950 ORYuR 
had an active scouting organization in Regensburg, and the Russian community was 
celebrating the Day of Russian Culture, an old Russian Diaspora tradition that marks Saint 
Vladimir's holiday on July 28. The 1950 black proof vignette and the souvenir sheet below were 
prepared for the Day of Russian Culture in Regensburg by artist Igor Schmitov. 

J(en11 Ca. h.lladu.Mupa 

28 IIIOJIH 

As mentioned earlier, the YMCA was playing an increasingly prominent role in 
preparing refugees for a post-camp life. English language lessons and orientation regarding 
the U.S. were being provided to Russian emigres about to leave for America. The 1950 free
/rank cover below shows that the YMCA group working with the Russian refugees was located 
in the headquarters area of the International Refugee Organization (!RO) and was in contact 
with the Russian Scouts in Feldmoching, enlisting their help in preparing emigres for the 
transition to a new life. 

/r / 
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DP Camp ORYuR Scouts -- Feldmoching, Germany -- 1950 

Even as the number of Russian families still living in camps was dwindling, the civil 
activism of the remaining members of ORYuR, the Russian Scout organization, continued. 
On November 7, 1950, a new overprinted set of stamps was issued to mark the Day of 
Irreconcilability. On that day in 1917, the Communists took power in Russia. 

The history of marking November 7 as a day of mourning by the Diaspora began 
with the grandiose celebrations in the Soviet Union on its tenth anniversary in 1927. The 
response of the Russian Diaspora was best expressed by Metropolitan Antoniy 
(Hrapovitskiy), then the head of the Russian Orthodox Church Abroad. In his encyclical 
appeal, "Upon the Sad Tenth Anniversary of Usurpation of Power in Russia by the 
Bolsheviks," he called upon his flock to pray for those who gave their lives combating that 
evil in the Civil War, and for the salvation of Russia from the Communist yoke. Initially the 
response to his appeal was somewhat restrained, because the remnants of the White Army 
were accustomed to celebrating November 15th, recognized as the day of the White Army's 
formation. But with time the idea of commemorating November 7 as the Day of 
Irreconcilability with protest meetings became accepted. During the war years (1939-45) 
such protest events ceased for a variety of reasons, and right after the war anti-Soviet 
demonstrations were not allowed by the Allied forces. Still, according to R.V. Polchaninoff, 
on October 26, 194 7, the Russian Scout troop in Regensburg put on a show called "The 
Tragedy of Russia," which was in essence a way to note the Day of Irreconcilability while 
bypassing the prohibition. Finally, in the early 1950s, the Russian immigration's tradition 
of marking the tragic nature of the October Revolution resumed; it continued to be 
observed even after the dissolution of the Soviet Union. These stamps bear witness to the 
gradual resumption in emigre society of political activism. 
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DP Camp Feldmoching, Germany -- 1950 

The postal card below was addressed to Nikolai Pavlov, who was the Russian mail 
clerk in the two-man Felmoching DP Camp postal office. Pavlov, a stamp collector and 
member of the Rossica Philatelic Society, was the one who proposed the creation of 
Feldmoching Camp Post stamps. But he was also a member of an up-and-coming Russian 
emigre political organization known as the National Alliance of Russian Solidarists--NTS-
which became the Russian Diaspora's main organized adversary of Soviet Communism in 
the post-WWII years. The three rubber stamp impressions on the card were all part of NTS 
efforts to elicit support for their cause. The two framed stamps declare, in Russian and 
German, that "November 7 is a day of Irreconcilability." The two-line purple cancel states 
that "USSR is not Russia. Russians are not Communists." That same rubber stamp was used to 
overprint scout stamps shown on the next page. The letter on the back of this card was 
written by a recent DP from Feldmoching, who moved to DP Camp Grahn in preparation for 
departure abroad. He complains about the woeful shortage of transportation and asks 
Pavlov to forward any mail to his new address, since final departure may yet take quite a 
while. 

UdSSR 1st nicht RuBland 
1)£1 BUSSE 1SJ BJCBI KOMMUNISJ 

Stu.Be, Hausnummer, Gcba~dctcil, Stockwcrk oder Posudilic6fachnuinmcr: 
b:i Unrcrmictern auch Name Jc~ V'Crmictcrs 



Feldmoching DP Camp, Germany-- May 1, 1951 

May Day (May 1) and May 9th, Victory Day, were major celebrations in the Soviet 
Union. They were widely covered in the Western press, and very often the words "Soviet 
Union" and "Russia" were used interchangeably. The Russian Diaspora was highly sensitive 
to this practice and considered it an affront to real Russians. They would point out that the 
Communist Party despised Old Russia, its history and culture, and even changed the name 
of the country in order to extirpate its memory. The Diaspora felt that it had a mission to 
preserve the memory of Russia, with the hope that one day Communism would fall and 
Russia would be resurrected. These ORYuR vignettes, among the last printed in Germany, are 
actually political poster stamps. The overprinted German inscription on them reads: "USSR is 
not Russia. Russians are not Communists." This refrain would continue throughout the Cold 
War years. 

ORYuR post card designed by I. Schmitov and 
printed in Germany in 1949, showing the insignia of 
Russian Scouts--St. George defeating the dragon--and the 
Scout motto "Be prepared!" In the Diaspora the symbol's 
message was clear. 



Trieste DP Camps within the US-UK Zone of the Allied Military Government -- 1955 

By the end of WWII, the thriving White Russian emigre community that had settled in 
the Balkan states in the early 1920s was once again facing the need to flee from advancing 
Communists. Some managed to leave before the Soviet Army swept into their host countries. 
But many remained, unable to make a fast escape, and hoping for the best. As the Communist 
governments solidified their control, however, White Russian emigres, along with others, 
became targets for repression. By 1950 there were mass arrests of Russians in Yugoslavia. After 
months of detainment they were freed, but were ordered to leave the country immediately. 
Thousands of refugees flooded into the Free Territory of Trieste and were placed in DP camps 
located within the zone under US-UK military control. Conditions were harsh, the camps were 
overcrowded, and placement in host countries such as the United States, Canada, and Australia 
was a slow process. But eventually some semblance of a normal life returned and Russian 
cultural activities resumed, including the reestablishment of Russian scouts. The New York 
chapter of ORYuR offered to help their brethren in Trieste to establish a Scout Post. For that 
purpose a few stamps and postal cards were overprinted "TRIESTE". But events outpaced 
intentions, camps disappeared, and the overprinted cards and stamps were never placed in use. 

Overprints were placed on 120 such stamps, 
and on a small number of postal cards. 



Chapter Three: A New Life After the War 

The 1950s were a period of mass migration for the Russian emigre community. In China, 
with the Communist victory on the Mainland in 1949, an exodus of Russians began. Many of them 
first found brief welcome in the Philippines, and then traveled on to the countries of South America, 
such as Brazil, Argentina, and Chile. Later a significant percentage eventually settled in the United 
States and Australia. In Europe, the DP camps were closing and the refugees were moving to 
permanent residences, mostly in the United States. Of course those who were already well 
established in Europe, especially in France, remained there; Germany became a magnet for the 
politically active members of an effective anti-Communist organization known as the NTS. It was, 
however, the United States that became the destination for the majority of Russian emigres, both old 
and new. Here some continued the struggle against the Communist regime that they had begun 
before the war, but as time went on most emigres realized that they and their families had found 
their permanent home in America. Slowly a change in emphasis became evident: emigres were still 
opposed to the Communist regime and still marked the Day of Irreconcilability, but a more 
immediate task became maintaining their Russian heritage--passing on Russian traditions, the 
Orthodox faith, and the Russian language, songs, and history to a new generation born abroad with 
no direct memories of Russia. A milestone on this road was reached in 1973 when the Congress of 
Russian-Americans was created to represent the particular interests of that community in the 
United States. The Orthodox Church in America, originally the Russian Church, stopped being 
specifically Russian, and even the Russian Orthodox Church Abroad instituted English language 
services in addition to the traditional celebrations in Old Slavonic. Thus, in America, the Russian 
immigration began to focus more on maintaining their cultural identity and getting their message of 
anti-Communism out to the population at large. This last chapter of the exhibit presents the 
ephemeral artifacts of that evolutionary process, beginning with emigre activities in Europe. 

1861 CIViL WAR. CEN'fENNiAL 1961 

DURRING THE CIVIL WAR RUSSIANS 
GAVE MORAL SUPPORT TO THE U .S .A. 

NOW. THE RUSSIAN PEOPLE NEED THE 
MORAL SUPPORT OF THE U.S.A. TO GAIN 
FREEDOM AND PRESERVE UNITY. 

Russian Scout cachet produced in 1961, shows President Lincoln, the Scout insignia, the US flag, 
and the Russian naval flag of St. Andrew. Appropriately symbolic, it notes that the refugees of 
Russia's Civil War are remembering the American Civil War, and looking for moral support. 



Paris, France -- 1961 

By the 1960s, age was catching up with the former White Army soldiers and 
officers. But they were still around and still active in their veterans' organizations. In 
Europe, their "last hurrah" in reminding the world about themselves came in the form 
of a set of charity vignettes, arguably the best ever produced in the Diaspora, which 
focused on Russian history, starting with the nation's origins and concluding with 
Nicholas II's predecessor. The inscription around the border of each stamp captured 
the essence of military service as seen by the veterans: "The Union of Military 
Invalids, builders of Russia's one-thousand-year history." There is nothing in this set 
of 24 stamps about the desire for revenge against the Soviets; instead, it is a look back 
into Russia's history to evidence their place in the pantheon of Old Russia's military 
glory. 
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The four sets were produced with the help of the Russian National Voice 
publication in Paris. Artist A.I. Nikolaev provided the layout and overall design. These 
vignettes reproduce the artwork ofVasiliy Petrovich Vereschagin (1853-1909) and were 
originally published in a 1891 album titled "The History of the Russian State Through 
the Images of Its Sovereign Rulers." The title is shown in full on the front cover of each 
vignette presentation folder. The following eight exhibit pages show all the sheets of 
vignettes and the decorative front and back covers of the folders that held them. 



6 n A r 0 T B 0 p M T En b H bl E 
B b ~ E T bl P E X b 

MAPKM - BMHbETKM 
CEPIRXb 

vtnJHOCTP~ PYl-OUJ,I E cnABH Yl-0 ~CTOPI l-0 rocy ,llAPCTBA POCCI lllCKArO 

B b 111 3 0 6 p A m E H I fl x b E fl A E p m A B H bl x b n p A B 111 T E J1 E Ill 
Cb I<PATI<HMb TI051CHHTEJibHblMb TEI<CTOMb 

P1tcyHKM npocpeccopa 1tcrop1t'leCKOH IHMBOnMCM lllMneparopcKoH AKap,eMiM Xyp,omecrnb 
8. n. BEPEW,Ar~HA 
CaHKTb-nerep6ypn - 1891 r. 

C E P I fl N2 1 

• HHR3b Onerb npaBMTenb . 

• BenMKiH HHRJb CBnrocnaBb 

• BenMKiH HHRJb CB. Bnap,MMipb 
PaBHoanocronbHblH .. .. . , . 

• 
(879 - 912) 

(964 - 972) • 
(980 -1015) • 

BenMKiH H HRJb fl pocnaBb 
Myp,pb11l I I t 0 I I f I I ( 1019-1054) 

Ben1tKiH HHRJb CB. AneKcaHp,pb 
HeBcKiH O I t I I I I I I I I I (1252-1263) 

Ben1tKiH HHRJb ,ll.1tM1trpiH )J.oHcKoll . (1363-1389) 

lllJp,aHie CoioJa PyccKMXb BoeHHblXb lllHsanMP,OBb so «l>paHU,iM: 4, rue de Casablanca. PARIS-XVe. 
no npOeKry liJP,arenbCTBa «ronocb Hau,ioHanbHOH Poccili» Ii xyp,olHHliKa A. 111. HliKOnaeBa. 

TIMBRES-VIGNETTES 
DE. BIENFAISANCE 

HISTOIRE DE LA RUSSIE 
EN IMAGES 

(En quatres Series) . 

CHARITY-VIGNETTES 
STAMPS 

HISTORY OF RUSSIA 
IN DRAWINGS 
(In four series) 

Edites par l'Union des Mutiles et lnvalides Russes, Anciens Combattants Residants en France 
Published by the Union of Mutilated and Invalid Russians, ex-Servicemen Risiding in France 

4, rue de Casablanca. PARIS-IS• 

. SERIE NO 1 

• Prince Oleg 

• Prince Sviatoslav 

• Saint Wladimir 

• Prince Y aroslav le Sage 

• Alexandre Nevsky 

• Prince Dimitri - Donskoi 

(879- 912) 

(964 - 972) 

(980-1015) 

(1019- 1054) 

( 1252 - 1263) 

(1363-1389) 

Illustration des timbres d'apres les dessins du Professeur de 
l'Academie Imperial Russe des Beaux-Arts, 

V. P. VERESTCHAGINE, parue a St Petersbourg en 1891. 
Edition realisee avec le concours des Edit. de la « Voix de 
la Russie Nationale » et du dessinateur A. I . Nicolaeff. 

SERIES NO 1 

• Prince Oleg 

• Prince Sviatoslav 

• Saint Wladimir 

• Prince Yaroslav the Wise 

• Alexander Nevsky 

• Prince Dimitri - Donskoi 

(879 - 912) 
(964 - 972) 

(980 - 1015) 

(1019 - 1054) 

( 1252 - 1263) 

(1363 -1389) 

Illustration of vignettes after the drawings of 
V. P. VERESTCHAGINE, Professor at the Russian Imperial 
Fine - Arts Academy, published in St-Petersbourg in 1891. 
Edition realised with the co-operation of the Editions of the 
cVoice of National Russia» and the sketcher A. I. Nicolaeff. 



. 

Paris, France -- 1961 

The Union of Invalids was a loosely affiliated worldwide group of local 
Russian veterans' organizations created out of necessity soon after the "First Wave" of Russian 
emigres settled abroad after the Civil War. The immediate purpose of such organizations was to 
help the wounded and ailing veterans of that struggle. But with time they transformed largely into 
social organizations uniting former White Army military men and providing a venue for 
socializing within the greater Russian community through their well-attended charity balls . 
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The front covers of all four presentation folders describe the subject of each drawing in Russian, and 
the back covers in French and English .. 
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6 n A r 0 T B 0 p M T E n b H bl E 
8 b ~ E T bl P E X b 

MAPKM - BMHbETKM 
CEPIHXb 

lllJ1Jll-OCTP!t1PYl-OUJ,IE CJJABHYl-0 lt1CTOPll-O rOCYAAPCTBA POCCllllCKArO 
B b 111 3 0 6 P A IB E H I fl X b E fl A E P IB A B H bl X b n P A B 111 T E n E f1 

Cb KPATI<HMb IlOSICHl1TEJibHblMb TEI<CTOMb 
P11cyHKl1 npocpeccopa 11c1op11LtecKoii m11son11c11 ll1Mnepa1opcKoii AKaAeMi11 XyAomecrnb 

C E P I fl NQ 2 

• Ben11Kiii HH!13b BnaA11Mipb . 
MoHOMaxb •.•••••••• • . 

• Ben11Kiii HH!l3b AHApeii 
6oron1-00CKiii ••••••••.••• 

• Ben11Kiii HH!l3b "1saHb Han11ra ..•. 

B. n. BEPEUJ,Arlt1HA 
CaHKT"1?-ne1ep6ypn - 1891 r. 

(1112-1125) 

(1169-1174) 

(1328-1340) 

• rocyAapb Ben11Kiii HH!l3b 
loaHHb Ill • • • • • 

• U,apb loaHHb IV - rpo3HblM ..••• 

• Ml1Hl1Hb 11 HH!l3b nomapcKiii Cnac111en11 
Pocci11 Bb nepiO,JJ,b cMyrnaro speMeH11 • 

(1462-1505) 

(1533-1584) 

(1611-1613) 

1113,JJ,aHie COl-03a PyccK11Xb BoeHHblXb ll1Hsan11,1J,OBb BQ <llpaHL\i11: 4, rue de Casablanca. PARIS-XVe. 
no npoeKTY 113,JJ,aTenbCTBa «ronocb HaL\iOHanbHOK Poccil1» 11 Xf,JJ,OlHHl1Ka A. 111. H11Konaesa. 

6 n A r 0 T B 0 p M T E n b H bl E 
8 b · ~ E T bl P E X b 

MAPKM - BMHbETKM 
CEPIHXb 

lt1J1Jl l-OCTP!t1 PYl-OUJ,I E CJJABHYl-0 lt1CTOPI l-0 rOCY .LJ.APCTBA POGGI lllCKArO 
B b 111 3 0 6 p A m E H I fl x b E fl . A E p m A B H bl x b n p A B 111 T E n E f1 

Cb KPATKHMb noSICHl1TEJibHblMb TEKCTOMb 
P11cyHKl1 npocpeccopa 11c1op11LtecKoii m11eon11c11 111MnepaTOpcKoii AKa,JJ,eMiK Xy,JJ,omecTBb 

B. n. BEPEUJ,Arlt1HA 
CaHKTb-nernpoypn - 1891 r. 

C E P I fl NQ 2 

• Ben11Kiii HH!l3b Bna,1(11Mipb 
MoHOMaXb •..••••••• • 

• Ben11Kiii HH!l3b AH,JJ,peii 
6oron1-06cKiii • • • • • • • • • • • • . 

• Ben11Kiii HH!l3b "1saHb Han11ra ..•. 

(1112-1125) 

(1169-1174) 

(1328-1340) 

• rocy,JJ,apb Ben11Kiii HH!13b 
loaHHb Ill . . . . . 

• U,apb loaHHb IV - rpo3HblK •.••• 

• Ml1Hl1Hb K HH!13b nomapcKiii Cnac111en11 
Pocci11 Bb nepiO,JJ,b CMYTHaro epeMeH11 • 

(1462-1505) 

(1533-1584) 

(1611-1613) 

1113,ll,aHie Col-03a PyccKKX'b BoeHHblX'b "1HeanKAOB'b BO <llpaHL\iK: 4, rue de Casablanca. PARIS-XVe. 
no npoeKTY 113,ll,arenbCTBa «ronocb HaL\iOHanbHOK PocciK» K Xf,IJ,OlHHKKa A. 111. H11ttonaesa. 



Paris, France -- 1961 

Vereschagin, the artist whose work is reproduced in these Union of Invalids vignettes, 
was born in Perm, Russia, and studied painting at the Academy of Arts in Petersburg. He 
continued perfecting his craft while on an extended scholarship abroad. His studies took him 
to Berlin, Dresden, Vienna, Munich, and Paris, where he specialized in painting historically 
significant events and individuals, as well as landscapes. 
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6 n A r 0 T B 0 p M T E fl b H bl E 
B b ~ E T bl P E X b 

MAPKH - BMHbETKM 
CEPIRX'b 

"1J1J11-0CTP"1PYJOW.IE CJlABHYl-0 "1CTOPUO fOCY,lJ.APCTBA POCCIACHArO 
B 'b M 3 0 6 P A Ht E H I fl X 'b E fl JJ. E P Ht A B H bl X 'b n P A B M T E JI E Pl 

C'b KPATKMM'b IlOSICHMTEJibHblM'b TEKCTOM'b 
PHcyHKH npoit>eccopa HcropHlfeCKOM >H1tBonHc1t MMneparopcKOM AKa.AeMiH XyAQ>Hecre'b 

B. n. BEPEW.Ar"1HA 
CaHKT'b-nerep6ypn - 1891 r. 

CEPlfl N2 3 

MMneparop'b nerp'b I BenHKiM •• (1689-1725) • "1Mneparop'b H1tKonait I • 06opOHHTenb (1825-1855) ..... 
• KMneparop'b nase.n'b I ..... (1796-1801) • MMneparopi, AneKcaHAP1> II 

Ocso6oAHrenb ........ (1855-1881) 

• MMneparopi, AneHcaHAP,, I e "1Mneparopi, AneKcaHAP1> Ill 
6narocnoseHHblM •••••••••••• (1801-1825) l\h1pOTBOpeU,'b , , , , , , , , , , , , • (1881-1894) 

M3AaHie Cotoaa PyccKHX'b BoeHHblXb MHBaAHJ\OB1> BO <l>paHU,iH: 41 rue de Casablanca. PARIS-XVe. 
no npoeKTY lt3AarenbCTBa «fOnOC'b Hau,ioHaAbHOM PocciH» H XYAOJKHHKa A. M. 1-IHKonaeBa. 

TIMBRES-VIGNETTES 
DE BIENFAISANCE 

HISTOIRE DE LA RUSSIE 
EN IMAGES 

(En quatre Series) 

CHARITY-VIGNETTES 
STAMPS 

HISTORY OF RUSSIA 
IN DRAWINGS 
(In four series) 

Edites par l'Union des Mutiles et lnvalides Russes, Anciens Combattants Residants en France 
Published by the Union of Mutilated and Invalid Russians, ex-Servicemen Residing in France 

4, rue de Casablanca. PARIS-15" 

SERIE NO 3 

• Empereur Pierre I (1689 - 1725) 

• Empereur Paul I (1796 - 1 801 ) 

• Empereur Alexandre I ( 1 801 - 1825) 

• Empereur Nicolas I (1825-1855) 

• Empereur Alexandre II (1855 - 1881) 

• Empereur Alexandre Ill (1881 - 1894) 

Illustration des timbres d'apres les dessins du Professeur de 
I' Academie Imperiale Russe des Beaux-Arts, 

V. P. VERESTCHAGINE, parue a St Petersbourg en 1891. 
Edition realisee avec le concours des Edit. de la c Voix de
la Russie Nationale > et du dessinateur A. I. Nicolaeff. 

SERIES NO 3 

• Emperor Peter I (1689-1725) 

• Emperor Paul I ( 1796- 1801) 

• Emperor Alexander I (1801 - 1 825) 

• Emperor Nicholas I ( 1825 - 1855) 

• Emperor Alexander II ( 1855 - 1881) 

• Emperor Alexander Ill (1881 -1894) 

Illustration of vignettes after the drawings of 
V. P. VERESTCHAGINE, Professor at the Russian Imperial 
Fine - Arts Academy, published in St-Petersbourg in 1891. 
Edition realised with the co-operation of the Editions of the 
cVoice of National Russia> and the sketcher A. I. Nicolaeff. 



Paris, France -- 1961 

In 1869, after a few years abroad, Vasiliy Petrovich Vereschagin returned to Russia, where he 
was promoted by the Academy of Arts to a professorship in the department of portraiture and 
historic art. His skills and fame in the Russian art world provided him with numerous lucrative 
contracts from members of the Russian royal family and nobility to produce historically significant 
religious and epic scenes for some of the finest mansions, churches, and cathedrals in Russia and 
abroad. 

It should be noted that there was another Russian painter with the same first and last names. 
In the beginning of the 20th century, Vasiliy Vasilyevich Vereschagin was quite famous throughout 
Europe as an outstanding depicter of battle scenes and the horrors of war. Interestingly enough, the 
White Russian veterans chose the less famous Vasiliy P. Vereschagin's artwork, depicting Russia's 
rulers, over his namesake's numerous battle scene paintings. 
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C'b I<PATI<HM'b IlOSICHHTEJibHblM'b TEI<CTOM'b 
P11cyHKll npocpeccopa 11crop11qecKOH m11son11c11 l.1Mnepa1opcKoH AKaJ1,eMi11 XyJJ,omecreb 

B. n. BEPElUAfLi1HA 
~ CaHKn-nerepoypn - 1891 r. 
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• CaMOAepmeu.i, 1..1,apb 
M 11xa11J1b <l>eO,l\OpOBlllfb .••.••• 

• CaMOAepmeu.i, 1..1,apb 
AneKcti1 M11xai1J10Blllfb •..• •••• 

• CaMop,epmeu.i, 1..1,apb 
<l>eop,opi, AneKcteBlllfb . . . . . • . . 

(1613-1645) 

(1645-1676) 

(1676-1682) 

• l.1Mneparp11u.a EKarep11Ha I . . . . . . (1725-1727) 

• l.1Mneparp111.1,a EJ1113aBeTa nerpOBHa. (1741-1761) 

• l.1Mnepa1p11u.a EKarep11Ha II 
Ben11Ka11 ••••••• • •••••.• (1762-1796) 
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NTS -- Frankfurt, Germany -- 1950s 

With the old White Army organizations waning, a new, militantly anti-Communist Russian 
emigre group came to the forefront in Europe. In 1930, the National Alliance of Russian Youth, later 
- the .National Alliance of Russian Solidarists, known by its Russian abbreviation "NTS," was 
founded in Belgrade, Serbia, by 14 representatives of youth emigre organizations from Yugoslavia, 
Bulgaria, France, Czechoslovakia and Holland. They felt that the older generation that had fought 
the Civil War was stagnant and defeatist. The emigre youth decided to fight communism by 
studying their enemy for weaknesses and developing a political program based on Christian values 
and voluntary cooperation among the different layers of society, in opposition to Marxism's "class 
struggle." The NTS called for a "second revolution"--as opposed to a "counter-revolution"-
believing that Bolshevik Russia needed to be reborn through an internal revolution. But efforts to 
infiltrate fighters and agents into the Soviet Union before World War II were mostly unsuccessful. 

After the war, NTS adopted a new strategy called the "molecular theory" of revolution, 
where Soviet citizens were urged through radio messages and propaganda literature to create 
"molecular revolutionary cells" of no more than three people in order to minimize the risk of 
infiltration. When the time came, a secret NTS "closed sector" in Frankfurt, Germany, would 
coordinate the activity of the "molecules" and unite them into a revolutionary army. 

The NTS sent propaganda leaflets into Russia via air balloons, direct mail, and with 
sympathizing tourists. Messages with anti-Soviet slogans and NTS's political program were printed on 
leaflets, handkerchiefs, fake rubles, false-cover books, and other items. NTS operated a radio station 
called "Radio Free Russia" to spread its message, and created the Possev publishing house in Germany 
to publish anti-Soviet literature, most of it in miniature typeface to avoid searches at the border. In 
this way millions of messages reached their destination. 

The Soviet government took the NTS threat seriously and responded by arranging 
assassinations, bombings, kidnappings, and arrests. It also employed counter-propaganda tactics 
and diplomatic pressure. The Soviet Union was dissolved in 1991, but NTS still exists and now 
publishes a monthly magazine in Russia. GuJIJlaT! Cepxuurr! Ot»In\ep! BpaT H TOBapmn;! 

Tbl; a3:ll.'I. n pytm :irry 6yMa;1'1'J'• - HCT, :9TO He ACHt.r<!, il :roiu.ll:o 11;11ue 
c.muo apan.'l:tol" tt6e. Ho p.13Jlc oitu 1:1e AOpome JI.Catt·~ lITo ttoff'l' pyli.11o • 
crp3.llC, 1:1'.0n•PJIO l'pe."l.icllt:!n!:c KpOHOlntHuw opcnp.lTK..lH II. 6cAHeihuyio ,. M}U 

An early 1950s NTS anti-Stalin leaflet with a fake Soviet 
currency front and political message on the back (right). 
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NTS -- Frankfurt, West Germany -- 1950s 

pacTaJOIL\ee ,c-onpoT,mrneirne Hapo.11a, B03rJiaBJIHe
MOe peBOJIIOL\110.HIHOH o:praHl13~ei1:, !BbIJibe'l\CH B 
BOOpyJKeHH\Oe !BOCCTBJHMe. 

M3y'<ai1: Tonap111L1ei1: rro cny:m:6e 11 Ha pa6oTe. 
3apaHee Ha.Me'Iai1: cnoco6HhIX Ha peurnTeJibHbie 
BblCTYilJle'HJ([Sl - 9TO 6y ,lleT TBOH onopa ;'.IJIH neip
Boro 6,pOCKa B ,lleHb BOCCTaHMSl. ilOMHM, 'ITO 
npe:m:.11e acero AOJIJKHbI 6bITb 3axaa'Ielllb1 CKJLa
JlbI c opy>K11eM, 6oenp11IIaCbI, c,pe,!{CTBa CBH311, 
TPaHcnopT, CKJiaJlbI ropro'Iero 11 IIPOAO!BOJibCT
BMII. 

BOCCTaHHe He Tepn:MT nepepbrna. HaCTYTIJieH'l1e 
11 rro6e,1'a - !BOT L\eJib !BOC,CTaHl11I. 

,ll;OJIO>i npecTynHyIO BJiaCTL! 
3a Hamn rrpasa H cso6011y! 

,ll;a 311panc1'nyeT Hapo11Ho-ocso6011nTeJibHaa 
PeBoJIIOI.lJUI! 

HeceM TnpaHaM CMepTL! 
HeceM TPYllHIL\HMCH c .. oG..:>AY! 

HTC 
Haw,101HaJILHo-TpyJ10Boi1 CoJ03 

PeBOJIIO~HOHHbIH illTa6 

DEUTSCHE FREUNDE! 

Der NTS ist eine russische antikommunisti
sche Organisation. Der russische Text dieses 
NTS-Flugblattes fordert Freiheit fur alle poli
tischen Gefangenen. 

Helft mit, das Flugblatt unter den Russen zu 
verbreiten. · 

Es lebe das freie Deutschland! 
Es lebe das freie Russland! 

3a 3eMJl .o, 3a BOJIIO,' 
3a Jiy'IllJ yro llOJIIO 
30BeT Ha 6opL6y HTC! 

rpam,ll:aHe Poccuu! 
COJIAaThl, MaTpOChl H O<f>Hqephl! 

Pa60'IHe, KOJIX03HHKH, HHTeJIJntreHqHH! 

MCTOP
0

:£11I nocTaa11na rrepeJI Halli11M IIOIKiOJieH11eM 
3a,11a'I11, Tpe6'YIOIL\11e 'CY.z:lb60HOCHbIX pellieHl1'1! 
Ii>rKTO KPOMe Hae He MO>KeT Jl'j: 
HMSI 11 fl'POBeCT-11 J1X IB :>KIJ13H!b! 

Halli Hapo,11 B OTe'<ecTaemio1 
}KJ'1Jl He TOJihKO c·soeI'O CMepTe 
11 spara !3Cero iqenoseqecTBa -
Be.JIMKl1M ITTOJl!B'l1ll' 6bIJI COB6Pllie1 
c.so5o,llLI 11 1He3aa11c,11MocT11 Po< 
n<i>6e,11L1 .'MbI 3aru:taT11JI11 JKeC'ro1 
MM 11 TIIJKeJibIMl1 JKe<j)TBaMM, JJ 
no IIPaBY OJKl1,llaJil1 c,ao60JIHOH, 
3aJKl1TO'IHOH JKl13Hl1 JIJIH IBCero 

c Tex no,p IIPOlliJIO ,lleCHTb Jl 

CTana JIY'<llie. 

KOMMY.HJ1CTJ1-qecK:we BOJKJ.U1 H1 

IL\aHll1i1:, .11a·HHblX Hapo.11y BO IB'P 
Hie ocyr.qeCTBJ1JU1 1:1apO)D;HhIX Ha, 

HMe peJK>IMa 11 XOPOlliYIO JKJ1J 
no c-rapoMy nyT11 HaC11n11H 11 3 

Small conspiratorial typeface became the mainstay of NTS leaflets, 
such as the above 1955 call to the "Citizens of Russia" to overthrow 
the Communists. Below is a 1953 political cartoon in a satirical 
leaflet labeled the "Cattle Feedlot Trust," showing the triumvirate of 
Bulganin, Malenkov, and Khrushchev that had come to power after 
Stalin's death earlier that year. A seemingly innocuous page from a 
daily calendar has a decidedly anti-Soviet message on the back. 

37 JIET 
BEJIHKOH OKTHBPbCKOH 
COUHA~HCTHqECKOA 

PEBOJfIOUHff 
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NTS -- Frankfurt, West Germany -- 1950s 

NTS delivered propaganda leaflets into the USSR by a variety of means, but the most 
ingenious was using large balloons launched from West Germany and carrying loads of 
leaflets printed on thin paper. The leaflets were packed into containers with a timed release 
mechanism. The balloons flew at night with the prevailing winds and dropped the leaflets at 
various intervals over Soviet territory. There were millions of leaflets printed, but relatively 
few can be found today because almost all were sent into the USSR. We will never know how 
many actually reached Soviet citizens. 

The designs of the label-like leaflets below use slightly modified artwork of well-known 
Soviet posters, but their messages call for resistance against the Soviet regime, such as "Serve 
the People, not the Power. " The trident symbol shown on the labels is the NTS logo. 
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NTS -- Frankfurt, West Germany--1950s 

NTS propaganda labels were reprinted a number of times using different colored papers. 
They all carry political anti-Communist and anti-Soviet messages on the reverse, such as "The 
Communist government is our greatest enemy! Support the revolution of national liberation." 

DCBO&DAHM PDAMHY 
OT HOMMYtU11:U14ECUOFO 

1'1fA! 

Aono'i4 KDJIXOJHDE PA&creol 

B BOB 

TH 
BKJll-04"1110! HTC 
B PEBOJllOUlllOHHYl-0 
60Pb6Y 3A CB050AY 

POCC W"1? 

B BOU 

TH 
BKJll-04"1JlOI HTC 
B PEBOJllOUlllOHHYl-0 
60Pb6Y 3A CB050AY 

POCC "1"1? 

3acuo6o,z:t;y! 3a CBOOO,z:t;y! 



NTS -- Frankfurt, West Germany -- 1950s 

Although NTS is the Russian acronym for "N arodno-Trudovoy Soyuz" --literally, 
National Working Alliance--the authors of NTS leaflets enjoyed providing variations for the 
acronym in their propaganda vignettes, such as "We bring death to tyrants" and "We bring 
freedom to workers." In Russian these are three-word slogans that can be shortened to NTS . 

, -
SOT~ a - p11JIY Haiuto -~ 
JIAJlliBO·Ti>YJIOBQrc>- ColOaa ' 

IJyAJ>"'rOTOB qplql'3Tli Y'IJl· 
. o'rlle • a ' O,eaoll:OlUl<;em;uoll 

$80.100111111-< 
. , Ana TOTO 'ITOllLI ·nplllllk 

~· BaPQJIY OCB060SJleHllil. 
01' CT&IUIBccoro llJlM&; e eO(I-, 
.XOIJllMO ~TOllQITb COiie'!"·' 
Citylo BJl&C'ri.. . - • 

. Oc6oifo(JUM. rJoccwo 

Front and back of a label 
(above) calling on Russians to join 
NTS. The wording on the front seems 
to repeat a well known Soviet WWII 
battle cry, "For the Homeland! For 
Stalin!" But with a change of one 
letter, it becomes "For the Homeland! 
Against Stalin!" 

The gummed label above may 
have been a work in progress. 
Someone within NTS suggested a 
slightly changed wording, from "We 
will liberate Russia from the chains of 
Communist slavery" to "We will 
liberate Russia from Communist 
dictatorship." 

Crudely forged 
Soviet stamps 
overprinted 

with "Death to 
Tyrants!" (NTS) 

CO.JIARThI u ocpu 
~JUI '{CFO HBP0)1 cpaooTaJJ JI )1aJJ Ha 

y6MJBaTb He.Mu;eB BOCCTaBIIIl!X npOTYm c 

-qT06bI HaCMJihHO 3arOHHTb Jno.n.eH B KOM 

MO? qTOObl paC<:TP€JI!fBaTb 6op[\OB 3a ua 
HeT, He ,U.Jl.R 3Toro opyan.ze B HaruHx 

Hapo,1.QU:il!\I opy;aa1eM JULI ,noJJlKHLJ 3& 

Hapo11a. Mb! cny'1<>1M Hapo11s, a He enacT11. Ko>iMYHHCTH'<e-
cKaa BJlacTb He Barna BJiacTP,, 0rJHIHJ1Cb HaJaµ: - B umpb 

"' B KP<ili MOP/IYIOT KOMMYHHC'l'bl aamy crpaHy. 
Ham ;!J;OJir - uanpaBJlTL opymHe npoTHB yrnCTaTeJieff. 
,!l;;rr11 6opb6b1 Hy>KHa opraHl'!3aI:\m'- TaKaa opraHma[\HJ'i 

eCTb. 3rro - HTC. 
BOpb5a y'1<e HJ1CT. He OCTBBBMCll B CTOPOUe OT STOH oopL6LL 

HeceM Tnpa.HaM Cniep'l'L! HeceM TPY11HIIlHMca Cso6011y! 

Lµ 
3a PoccYJro ! 

PeBOJII01IHOmn.n1 filTao HTC 

HaL1¥roHaJJbHO-Tpy110Boi1 Col03 

The leaflet above is addressed to Soviet 
officers and soldiers. It calls on them to join the 
forces of active opposition and use their weapons 
to protect the interests of the People, not the 
power of the Communist. 



NTS -- Frankfurt, West Germany -- early 1960s? 

The artwork depicting harsh 
conditions inside prison camp 
barracks was used for a 
political leaflet with a printed 
message on the reverse 
(right) and as a poster-style 
propaganda label (below). 

Tb1 AOnHCeH 
rOTOBHTb caepJK8HH8 KOMMYHHCTH'l8CKOH . anaCTH. 

TOJibKO 
uapOAHO-OCBOOOAHTeJibHa.SI 

pesont0u;l1.st AaCT csooOAY uapoAy! 
AOnOH KOMMYHMCTlll4ECHYIO BnACTb! 

Aa 3Apa acTayeT 

HAPQAHAR PEBOnlOQMR ! 

HTC 

This political label 
designed for the USSR has a 
gummed back and was intended 
for gluing to visible surfaces in 
public places. It calls for a 
people's revolution to 
overthrow Communist power. 
"What have you done to liberate 
them?" it asks, referring to the 
Gulag inmates in the woodcut. 
The text below says, "You must 
prepare the overthrow of 
Communist power. Despite 
decisive sounding entreaties, 
and an impression that NTS was 
a large and powerful 
organization, the reality was 
different. A relatively small but 
very dedicated and active cadre 
ran the operations and received 
support from less active 
members around the world. 



NTS -- Buenos Aires, Argentina -- May 1955 

May 24, 1955, was the opening day of the Soviet Industrial Exhibition in Buenos Aires, 
Argentina. It was the first such exhibition in Latin America, and it showed the interest of the new 
Khrushchev government in extending Soviet influence across the Atlantic Ocean. The 
propagandistic purposes of the exhibit were met with resistance from the local members of NTS. 
Georgiy Lukin is credited with printing the labels and leaflets below. The three different-sized 
imitations of imaginary Soviet manufacturing labels say: "Manufactured by SLAVES of the USSR 
concentration camps." The labels are gummed and were meant to be glued on surfaces visible to 

· visitors at the exhibition. The two text vignettes tell the readers about oppressive labor 
conditions in the Soviet Union and call for the downfall of Communism. Today all these historic 
labels are quite rare. 

Visite la expos1c10n industrial 
sovietica donde se muestran los 
productos del trabajo forzado de 
los tra.bajadores ma s oprimi
dos del mundo - los trabajado
r es Rusos. i Viva Peron! i Abajo 
el Comunismo ! 

Amigo: 

~\~ SOv/ 
.:::,"'~ ~ e ~ 

Q ~ ('\ 
.C?- FABRICADO POR LOS ':P 
* ESCLAVOS * 

DE LOS CAMPOS DE 
~ CONCENTRACION C," 

~.i'-OE LA U.R.S.S. (:)• 

<.." IN U-~· 

· Iface bien Vd. en visitar <1l pabdlon sovietico pne'5 
asf podl'a Yer con sus propios ojos que no contiene uada 
extraordinario. Nadie duda que los rnsos son bien capaces 
'de inventar y producir maquinaria uueva y original pero 
jamas lo pueden hacer estarndo bajo las 6rdenes de sus je
fes comunistas. Para poder producir ideas nuevas hay que 
tener plena libertad - libertad de acci6n, libertad de pen
samien.to - tal como la, que tenemos en este, nuestro pais. 

& SalJe V d. que en la Union Sovietica le es prohibi
do a llll obrero cambiar de empleo sin autorizaci6n espe
cial? 

i, Sabe Vd. que si un obrero llega a su trabajo tmos 
veinte minutos <lespues de hora esta expuesto a ser manda-
1do a un campo de concentraci6n por cinco afios~ 

/,Sabe V cl. que hay quince millones de rusos en 1-0s 
campos de concentraci6n de la Union Sovietica? 

t, Sabe V cl que tres rusos nmeren cada minuto en los 
campos de concentraci6n ~ 

De be considerarse V d. bien afortunado en poder vi
vir en nnestro pais donde reina la libertad como tambien 
justicia y el derecho y dignidad del trabajo. 

~-----------------------------· - - - - -

I 

~'~ so,_,/ 
~'?"' ~ ~~ 

'=> ~ 1' 
~ fABRICADO POR LOS l> 
* ESCLAVOS * 

DE LOS CAMPOS DE 
~ CONCENTRACION c:.,· 
~~DE LA U.R.S.S. ~· 

'"' u .~· 



NTS-- New York-- late 1950s 

In the same way that NTS used famous Soviet political posters and changed their messages 
to promote its own aims, it also used an actual East German stamp design to promote a national 
Russian identity distinct from the "Soviet" one. The German-Soviet friendship stamp (above left), 
from a 1950 set of two stamps, was reproduced with small changes: the names of the individuals 
were removed, the Soviet flag was replaced with the Russian tricolor, and "Soviet Friendship" became 
"Russian Friendship." 

FREEDOM FOR RUSSIA! 
DOWN WITH COMMUNISM! 

DON'T BELIEVE THE 
COMMUNIST PROPAGANDA! 

NEW YORK, JULY, 1959 

FREEDOM FOR RUSSIA! 
DOWN WITH COMMUNISM! 

DON'T BELIEVE THE 
COMMUNIST PROPAGANDA! 

NEW YORK, JULY, 1959 

For a few weeks in June and July of 1959, the New York Coliseum held the Soviet National 
Exhibition. It greeted visitors with a full-scale model of the Sputnik satellite, theatrical 
performances, and exhibits about Soviet agriculture and industry. A few weeks later, the 
counterpart American National Exhibition opened in Moscow. It became the site of the historic 
"Kitchen debate" between Vice-President Nixon and General Secretary Khrushchev. These were 
the first official cultural exchanges through a US-USSR bilateral agreement that continued for 
more than thirty years. The Soviet exhibitions provided an opportunity for members of the 
Russian emigre community, and in particular members of NTS, to speak candidly and sometimes 
privately with Soviet exhibition guides on political matters. But there was a public awareness 
campaign waged by the NTS as well. The protest labels above, produced by the organization's New 
York chapter, were glued to Soviet exposition billboards in the streets and in New York's subway 
system. Small labels with the trident that were left unused were overprinted in 1961 to mark Captive 
Nations Week, established by the US Congress and signed into US law in 1959. 



NTS -- Frankfurt, West Germany, and New York 

A cover mailed from Frankfurt shows the indicia of the Possev publishing house, owned by NTS. 
It published books, a weekly newspaper, "Possev," and a literary quarterly, "Grani." In 1961 a 
powerful bomb exploded in the courtyard of Possev. On two occasions bombs were found by the NTS 
and handed over to the authorities before detonation--one at the Possev bookshop in Vienna (1959), 
the other at the building site of the new "Possev" office in Frankfurt (1962). 
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These vignettes reproduce the 
design of larger NTS leaflets 
that were printed in the 1950s. 
The block of labels on gummed 
paper was probably produced in 
New York for the local chapter of 
NTS around 1957 or 1958. The 
paper used for the labels 
contains the watermark of the 
International Paper Company's 
Adirondack Bond, the same 
paper used in 1957 to produce 
Rossica's souvenir sheet marking 
the centennial of Russia's first 
stamp, as well as the 1958 
souvenir sheet of Free Russia 
vignettes exhibited later in this 
collection. 



NTS-- Frankfurt, Germany--1955, NewYork--1961-1963 

It is well known that the Soviet authorities brutally suppressed dissent within the 
Soviet Union. Less well known were its undercover activities abroad to silence well-informed 
and vocal critics. The kidnappings and murders of militant anti-Soviet organization leaders 
during the pre-WWII years continued after the war as well. NTS was one of the main targets of 
such covert activities by the Soviet secret police and their surrogates. Dr. Rudolf R. 
Trushnowitsch was kidnapped in West Berlin in 1954. He was a member of the NTS Council, 
and Chairman of the Berlin Refugee Committee. Because of his anti-Soviet activities, a Stazi 
agent kidnapped him and smuggled him in a Soviet diplomatic car to the East German sector. 
Dr. Trushnowitsch is believed to have died in transit as a result of a trauma received during his 
struggle with the kidnappers. Also in 1954, Nikolai Khoklov, a KGB agent sent to assassinate a 
particularly effective leader of the NTS, Georgiy Okolovich, defected instead of carrying out his 
assignment. In retribution, Soviet authorities convicted and jailed his wife, who was living in 
Moscow. In 1957 Khohlov was poisoned in Frankfurt with a cup of coffee spiked with 
radioactive thallium and a cocktail of other deadly chemicals. Somehow, with the help of US 
military doctors, he survived. 

USSR IS mn HUSSiA 
Russizns Are Not Cnmmunists 

Stop Soviet Kidnappings! 

Freedom for Trushnovich! 

.Help Khokhlov's Wife and Child! .... 

Aid Refugees From Communist' 
Terror .. = ~: ... 25 cents 

DR. TRUSCHNOWITSCH - COMMITTEE 
West Berlin 

Aid Refugees From Communist 
"1' Terror ... 
~ = !:; 25 cents : 

DR. TRUSCHNOWITSCH - COMMITTEE 
West Berlin 

Aid Refugees From Communist 
~ Terror .. 
~ = 

" 25 cents ~ .. ~ 

DR. TRUSCHNOWITSCH - COMMITTEE 
West Berlin 

The large pink label above was printed in Frankfurt in 1955, soon after Trushnowitsch 
was kidnapped and Khokhlov defected. Some of the labels were then sent to New York for 
distribution and were overprinted there with the purple ink hand stamp declaring that "USSR is 
not Russia". The same hand stamp was used in 1952 to overprint ORYuR scout stamps issued in 
New York. The three refugee charity vignettes were printed in New York 1961to1963. 

------ - -----· - -· - -



NTS Radio Station "Free Russia" -- West Germany -- 1950s 

Radio Free Russia (RFR) went on the air in December 1950. Technically, it was a very 
modest enterprise consisting of a 38-watt short-wave transmitter mounted on a converted panel 
truck equipped with a cramped studio. Daily, for the next three years, the truck was driven out 
into a West German forest, where a technician climbed a tree to hang a wire antenna, and the 
broadcast began. The message that RFR delivered was strongly anti-Communist and anti-Soviet. An 
early version of the mobile station is show on an original fundraising card below. 

NOUS VOUS REMERCIONS POUR VOTRE AIDE! 
5nA I O,OAPV1M 3A BAWY noMOL_Ubl 

Radio "Rus_sie libre" 

Sender ,,Freies RuBland" 

Rodi<> ''·Free Russia" 

WIR DAN KEN FUR IHRE HILFE! 
WE THANK YOU FOR YOUR CO NTRI B -UTIO N! 

This semi-clandestine station was created and manned by members of NTS with the aim of 
inspiring and instigating an anti-Communist revolution in Russia. Soviet authorities took the 
threat seriously, and soon after the station went on the air they began jamming its signal. RFR 
fought back by constantly changing its transmission frequencies by one-half meter in an effort to 
keep its signal clear. This cat-and-mouse game with Soviet jammers continued throughout the 
station's existence. The jamming was viewed by NTS as an indication that the Soviet authorities 
were afraid of their message, which meant that their strategy was working. So NTS began 
collecting donations from the Russian Diaspora and, quite possibly, received some clandestine 
CIA funds in support of their ten-hour daily broadcasts. 

RFR's message must have made an impact, because in 1958 and 1963 KGB operatives in 
West Germany set off explosions damaging the station's buildings. In August 1962, RFR was 
finally able to install a stationary antenna in West Germany and began broadcasting a 1 kW 
signal. In the meantime, it branched out to Asia. From 1956 to 1976, it broadcast to Siberia from 
a 50 kW station in Taiwan, and had 20-minute daily broadcasts beamed at Russia's Far East from 
a powerful transmitter in South Korea (1959-69). RFR's European broadcasts ended in 1972, 
when the Social Democrat government of West Germany succumbed to diplomatic pressure from 
the USSR, and in the spirit of detente ordered the station to cease its operations. 



NTS ·Radio Station "Free Russia" -- West Germany--1950s 

Large-scale essay for a propaganda label issued in New York in 1964 in support of RFR, and 
full multiple blocks, perforated and imper/orated, of the labels that were produced based on the 
artwork. 

5 . . 

1964 



NTS Radio Station "Free Russia" -- Frankfurt, W. Germany -- 1960s 

For the majority of Russian emigres, making ends meet was a constant struggle, and it 
must have been especially so for the dedicated staff of RFR. Funding, especially in the early 
years, was limited. The two sets of vignettes below solicited funds for broadcasting in half-, one-, 
and two-minute segments. The original New York NTS chapter's letter appealing for donations, 
which must have included some of these stamps, explains the station's mission and notes that 
"every dollar means an extra 4 minutes on the air." 
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Dear Sir 1 

This i's Radio Free aussia's ap-peal to yeu.It is the ~nly Ra~ 
die station through whieh Russian is spoken to Russians around th,e world. .. 
To those within the Soviet Unio~ as well as those who uphold dictators 
in Cuba and East Berlin by the force of their bayonet ts. 

· The death of Stal.in left the world 11n:pre:pared for cons e quent 
revolutions in ,East Germany_,Polana and Rungary;but it is a well-known 
taot that Russian .soldiers in Hungary refused to fire upon the revolu -
tionaries and,in several cases,gave them a~::-med SUJ?port~To our knowledge 
there are ·Russian defectors r-:JJnong Cuban anti-c')mmunist guerrilla fighter<· 
from the Sov·!et tr.OOJ>S sent ·;;o a:~d. Car:1·l;r o ~ 
. . Radio Free · Russia con 1.ucts a reg.J.lf"r "Fight For Your Faith'' 
program dedi~ated to" the a:polo geti0G oi thr:i.::-t ·:~ani ty to arm the :po:pu -
le.tlon against the attacks of the a theistic J)r u:tHlf'Sc.ndists.This :program 
also keeps the peo:Ple infcrmed -t,f all the ev e.d-s ·:m t~1e religlous front, 
ann instructs the fe"ithful hov,: t1 resist by· lee.al means the encr,,ach ... 
ments •f the party and the governement ., 

We ask your help.Every do:t.la.r means an extrg 4 minutes en the 
air.Pas~e enclosed seals on your letter (they are printed on gummed 
-~~nd t.o '"\1S new friends :::I' Ra Jio Free Russia 
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NTS Radio Station "Free Russia" -- Germany -- 1950s-60s 

The three vignettes below were also used in fund-raising campaigns for Radio Free Russia. 
Contributors could fund station airtime for one, five, or ten minutes. There are identical texts in 
English, French, and Spanish on the backs of the three coupons. The English text describes the 
mission of RFR in the following way: "NO REAL PEACE WITHOUT FREE RUSSIA The 'FREE 
RUSSIA' broadcasting network--the independent voice of the Russian Opposition Movement 
N.T.S.--reaches the Soviet Union, directs the anti-regime opposition toward more concrete forms, 
instructs the secret movement and supplies information." 

HET MHPll MHPY 6E3 OCBOliOHUlEHHR 
POCCllH 

YLIACTBYf!TE B 60Pb&E, 0 6 EC n E4HBAH MHHYTbl 

CBO&OAHOro PAAHOBELllAH Mfl H.T. C. 

,,CBOliOllHllR POCCllH". 

~~-

HET MHPA MHPY &E3 OCBOliOHlllEHHR 
POCCHH 

YLIACTDYATE B &OPb&E, O&ECnELIMBAfl MHHYTbl 
cao&OAHoro PAAHOBEUIAHHfl H.T.C. 

HET MHPll MHPY &E3 OCBOliDHlltEHHJI 
POCCHH 

YLIACTBYllTE a &OPb&E, O&ECnELIHBAfl MHHYTbl 
CBOGOAHoro PAAHOBEUIAHHfl H.T.C. 

,,CBOliOllHIUI POCCHR". 



NTS -- Frankfurt, West Germany-- 1962 

A souvenir envelope with an NTS slogan cancel, "There is no free Europe without a free 
Russia." The "Europa stamp" on the envelope is a vignette published in Germany by the committee 
that was raising funds for the "Free Russia" radio station. 

. Kein fre ies Europa oh n e ein freles Russ l and • 
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Ylll-M <j>ecTHeanh MOnoAe>KH 
- XenhCHHHH 1962 r. 

c~ywai< .. Cso60AHYIO Poc
CHIO" Ha BOnHe 26 " 46,7 M . OT 

' 18 AO 23 4. no MOCK. ep. 

Ylll-M <j>ecrHeanb MOnoAe>KM 
- XenbCHHHH 1962 r. 

HTC 3080T Ha 6opb6y 
aa npaBAY " Ceo6oAy ! 

A set of two gummed vignettes 
intended for distribution in Helsinki, 
Finland, during the Eighth Festival of 
Youth, which was attended by Soviet 
representatives. The stamp on the left 
provides the broadcast time and 
frequencies of Radio Free Russia. The 
vignettes were meant to be cut out and 
glued to the bottoms of boxes of 
matches. NTS members and 
sympathizers would find unsuspecting 
Soviet athletes or visitors at the games, 
strike up a conversation, and find an 
opening to give the smokers a box of 
matches, face up. The surprise would be 
discovered later. 



NTS -- Frankfurt, West Germany -- 1967 

The NTS was instrumental in helping dissidents in the USSR get their message out to the 
Russian people through publications and radio broadcasts. It also provided support to and 
worked with dissidents who, after years of persecution by Soviet authorities, found themselves 
abroad. 

The souvenir sheets, 
perforated and imperforated, 
featuring contemporary 
Russian dissident writers and 
poets, served both fundraising 
and political purposes. 
Featured were Yuri Daniel, 
Mikhail Naritsa, Valeriy 
Tarsis, Andrei Sinyavskiy, 
Alexander Yesenin-Volpin, 
and Boris Pasternak. 
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All six stamp designs, 
denominated, interestingly 
enough, in kopecks, were 
also printed in separate 
mini-sheets. The one on the 
right shows writer Yuliy 
Daniel (1925-1988) 
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Munich, West Germany-- 1952(?)-1958 

These Russian Scout vignettes were issued in Germany by Vasiliy I. Leydenius, who was 
a Scout leader in ORYuR until 1948, when he severed ties with that organization and, 
together with Evgeniy Arcyuk of RONDD, established a similar but separate Russian 
scouting group. Rostislav V. Polchaninoff remembers Leydenius' organization joining the 
German scouting union, the Bund Deutscher Pfadindern, and conducting one or two 
summer camps attended by approximately twenty Scouts. The city of Esslingen, mentioned 
on a number of stamps, is located near Stuttgart; it is quite possible that one of the 
organization's camps, Poltava, featured on the red 1959 stamp below, was held near that 
city. Greetings printed on the back of a 1960 Scout Christmas card say: "The Senior Russian 
Scout Vasiliy von Leydenius and the "Voskresenie" publishing house extend their Christmas 
greetings to you." Evidently by that time he had promoted himself to a position of 
leadership that was not recognized by the actual Senior Russian Scout, 0. Pantyukhov, who 
established Scouting in Russia in 1909. Leydenius' vignettes can be identified by their sparse 
design and the use of the old-style, pre-Revolutionary orthography. The block of eight below is 
especially interesting for the study of the Russian Diaspora because it lists cities in Germany 
where Russian Scout activities took place right after World War ll--Ulm and Munich in 1945, 
and Esslingen in 1946. The green strip of 1958 vignettes below names two more locations-
Chantrans in France and Hachnenbachtal in Germany. 
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Munich, West Germany-- 1952(?)-1958 

The green tete-beche strip and 
block of Vasiliy Leydenius' "Russian Young 
Scout Post" stamps on this page show that 
these stamps were printed in small sheets 
of eight with a vertical selvage between 
them. 

The rappelling scout printed on 
orange paper was produced in three sizes, 
for reasons that remain unknown. 
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In addition to his scouting initiatives, Leydenius published a newspaper, later a 
magazine--"Voskresenie" (Resurrection)--printed in Munich until 1960. Voskresenie billed itself 
as the "publication of Russian independent thought." Leydenius was also reported to have 
printed some vignettes with the Brotherhood's acronym, "BRP". He died on August 18, 1990, in 
Germany. 
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Munich, West Germany-- 1952(?)-1958 

Vasiliy (Basil) Leydenius wrote his return address on the envelope below mailed in May 
1946 to R. Polchaninoff, who at the time was in the Monchehof DP Camp. Both men were active in 
the Russian emigre scouting movement, but they joined different political organizations striving to 
end the repressive Soviet regime in their beloved homeland. Leydenius was a member of the 
Supreme Council of Monarchists, and attempted to resurrect the Brotherhood of Russian Truth, 
which was destroyed by Soviet operatives in the 1930s. One of the revived Brotherhood 
propaganda leaflets (below) shows the image of a suffering Christ and the slogans: "Lord save 
Russia,", "Faith will save Russia," and "Faith without action is dead." 
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A cut-out from an envelope 
mailed (probably by 
Leydenius) in November 1958 
features one of his vignettes. 



ORPR -- Chicago, Illinois -- 1960s 

In 1961, Chicago's Archbishop Seraphim of the Russian Orthodox Church Outside Russia 
(ROCOR) created ORPR, the Organization of Russian Orthodox Scouts, and established a Russian 
summer youth camp called Vladimirovo, in honor of St. Vladimir. Georgiy Soldatov, an ORYuR 
Scout leader, helped with the organization of the camp, which continues to operate today. 
Soldatov probably produced these stamps and placed the small scout lily overprints on the two 
stamps featuring St. Vladimir. The brown vignette roughly copies one of E. Arciuk's RONDD 
stamps, with the miniscule letters ORPR added just above the middle of the bottom frame line. 
There were at least eight varieties of stamped envelopes produced using the same design. One of 
them is shown below. 

The name and insignia of this Russian 
emigre Scout-like organization, printed on the 
back of the 1980 card above, shows it to be a 
more Monarchist-leaning and religiously 
oriented counterpart to ORYuR. Instead of the 
Scout lily and St. George, it features the Russian 
imperial double-headed eagle. The card praises 
father Dimitriy Dudko, who at the time was a 
popular and independent Orthodox Russian 
priest, jailed by Soviet authorities in 1980. 

\11}1A iW.E 
OPfAlill3AUIBl POCCY1f1Cl00 P.PAOOCJJA BHbiX PA3BE,Jl'-01KOR 

AAPec rnas11oro U•HTP": 0. A. P.R. 

2135 NORTH SAWYER ST. CHICAGO, I LL . till647 U.S.A. 



ORYuR Scouts -- New York -- December 24, 1952 

As indicated earlier, most Russian refugees in German DP camps eventually 
emigrated to the United States. Rostislav Polchaninoff, the ORYuR scoutmaster responsible 
for most of the Russian Scout stamps issued in Germany, was no exception. He and his 
family landed on America's shore in October 1951. About a year later he issued the first 
ORYuR vignette in New York It was printed on good quality gummed paper by Supreme 
Press in Brooklyn, and looked just like the preceding DP camp issues. On July 1, 1953, an 
overprinted version of this stamp went on sale, proclaiming in English, as its recent German 
language predecessor had, that "USSR IS NOT RUSSIA, Russians are not Communists." During 
the ensuing years both stamps were used on cachets commemorating the Day of 
Irreconcilability, which was marked with political meetings in many U.S. cities with Russian 
communities. To mark the Day of Irreconcilability in 1958, a special cachet was prepared 
declaring the Russian Scouts' solidarity with the Hungarian Scouts in Exile, whose nation was 
also under Soviet domination. It is franked with the first ORYuR stamp printed in the United 
States, and cancelled with a dated "Scout Post, New York" cancellation in Russian. 

DAY OF IRRECONCILABILITY 1958 - DAY OF SOLIDARITY 
PEOPLE'S STRUGGLE AGAINST COMMUNISM 

PETROGRAD BUDAPEST 
NOVEMBER 7, 1917 NOVEMBER 4, 1956 

COMMON DESTINY - COMMON STRUGGLE 

Sponsored by Russian Boy Scout Association in Exile 
' and Hungarian Boy Scout Association in Exile 



ORYuR Scouts -- New York -- November 7, 1953 

In order to mark the Day of Irreconcilability in 1954, a souvenir sheet was issued featuring 
Moscow Kremlin churches and listing the notable dates of Russian resistance to Communist rule at 
home and abroad. Eight hundred sheets were printed by Supreme Press in Brooklyn, New York. The 
same design was used for a cachet (below}, franked with an overprinted scout stamp, "USSR IS NOT 
RUSSIA, Russians are not Communists." The handstamped cancellation is not dated. 

DAY OF IBRECONCILABILITY 

NOVEMBER 7, 1917 

THE STRUGGLE OF THE RUSSIAN 

PEOPLE AGAINST BOLSHEVISM 

DAY OF IRRECONCILABILITY 

NOVEMBER 7, 1917 

THE STRUGGLE OF THE RUSSIAN 

PEOPLE AGAINST BOLSHEVISM 



ORYuR Scouts -- New York-- 1955-1956 

1955 saw the final printing of a Scout stamp design depicting General Suvorov, which 
first appeared as a proof in 1947. It, along with the Brooklyn-printed Bronze Horseman stamp, 
was stamped on the back with the words "exchange currency" and was ostensibly intended for 
use within the scouting organization as change, as well as to balance the books on transatlantic 
bulk mailings of scout post via regular air mail postal services. There were 25- and SO-cent 
notes; the fronts and backs of both are shown below. 

25¢ JJ,EHEmHbf(lf' 

e_AClfETHblVl 3HAK 

, 5 Q¢ ~EHEJHHblllt . . . 

PAC"IETHblt'I 3HAB 

A strip of non-denominated vignettes featuring three of the original 1939 Russian scout 
anniversary stamps was issued as Official Post on May 6, 1956, intended--at least in theory--for 
intra-organizational correspondence. One thousand sets were printed. 

Cnyme6Han nol!Ta Cnyme6uan no•na Cnyme6uan no•na 
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ORYuR Scouts -- New York -- 1955-1956 

In 1955 a souvenir folder containing four Scout Post stamps was designed by two scoutmasters, 
Igor Schmitov and Boris Pushkarev. The folder provided details in English about the significance of each 
stamp subject and was meant to be a way of introducing America to the Russian Scouts and their scouting 
community. The symbolism of the stamps neatly summarized the history, purpose, and special nature of 
this Russian emigre youth organization. Clockwise from the top left stamp: establishment of Russian 
Scouts in 1909; underground operations punishable by executions and internment in the Gulag in 
1923-1926; the badge "For Loyalty" awarded to Scout leaders who reestablished Russian Scouting in 
German-held territories during World War II; the worldwide reach of Russian Scouting throughout the 
settlements of the Russian Diaspora. 

The 1956 souvenir sheet below commemorates the tenth anniversary of the Russian Scout Post. It features 
designs of the first two Easter stamps from the Monchehof DP Camp. 
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ORYuR Scouts -- New York -- 1957 

1957 was an auspicious year for world Scouting because it marked the movement's fiftieth 
anniversary. In July a Jamboree was held at Valley Forge, Pennsylvania, and in August Scouts from 
around the world met in Sutton Park, Birmingham, England, for the Jubilee Jamboree. Russian 
Scouts in exile were well represented at these two events and were prepared to "show the colors" in 
an effort to be recognized by the World Organization of the Scouting movement. Although that effort 
did not succeed, on a personal level Russian Scouts made new friends and acquainted them with 
their history of persecution and perseverance. 

A number of items were 
prepared for the customary 
exchanges, including the vertical 
strip of nine green stamps (left) and 
the blue single (above). There were 
5,500 sheets of the green stamps 
produced on regular paper and 500 
sheets on thin paper. 

A souvenir sheet of four 
stamps with an accompanying 
explanatory text, shown on the next 
page, was also part of the jamboree 
preparations. There were 5,500 of 
these sheets printed on regular 
paper, but when the printer ran out 
of that, he substituted a thinner, 
horizontally ribbed paper for the last 
500 sheets of the order. 



ORYuR Scouts -- New York-- 1957 

Scouts from Russia greet you 

I 

3 

You might say: "How strange! Can there be any Scouts in Soviet Russia?" 
Of course not. The Communist government has outlawed Scouting long ago. 

BUT some 40 years ago - before the 2 
Communists seized power, Scouting was 
very p0n11l:ir Rmon!! Russian bovs and 
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uniform, the badges had to be dropped. 
Yet the essentials of Scouting were pre
served, and boys and girls rn parts of 

When the Communists seized power in 
1917, they organized their own groups, the 
Pioneers, to indoctrinate Russian youth 

and long for more exc1trng experiences. 
The fourth stamp symbolizes the world 
brotherhood of Scouting which, to be real, 



· ~ .. 
For more information obout Russian Scouting write to : 

Chief Scouter Boris B. MorHno, Oberammergou, 
_Gulfio~ ViHage 8/B Germany. · -

H, Q . Secretary: Jean Tschekon; Paris 8, 12 ru1:i Daru1 

France. . · 

International Commissione r : Bods -S. Pushkorev 
1907 Yale sta~ New Hoven (Conn,) ~· S. A. 

ORYuR Scouts -- 1957 

These cards were part of the 
package of exchange items distributed 
by Russian Scouts at the jubilee 
jamboree. They provide a three-point 
outline of Russian Scouting history, 
showing the national Russian tricolor 
flag and the Scout insignia, with a fleur
de-lis and a superposed image of St. 
George, the patron saint of Russian 
Scouting. A photocopy below of the list 
of contacts hints at the wide 
geographical area where ORYuR units 
were located. To this day, ORYuR has 
chapters nearly worldwide, which 
finally includes Russia as well. 



ORYuR Scouts -- Argentina (?) -- 1957 

More exchange and promotional items prepared for the Jubilee Jamboree in 
England. A set of two stamps was designed specifically for the jamboree by scoutmaster Igor 
Shmitov, who signed the stamp shown below . 
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ORYuR Scouts -- Argentina (?) -- 1957 

Designed by scoutmaster Yuri Shmitov, these vignettes show the symbolic thorns and 
real barbed wire to which Russian Scouts were subjected in their native land after the 
Revolution. It also serves as an explanation of why Russian Scouts existed only in exile . 
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ORYuR-- Brooklyn, NY -- 1959 

Yuri Shmitov provided the artwork for this jubilee issue as well, but the stamps were printed 
in Brooklyn, New York, by A&B Printers and Stationers, Inc. They feature a frame of thorns and the 
bow and arrow badge of those who briefly reestablished Scouting in Russian territory occupied by 
the Germans during World War II. 
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ORYuR -- Argentina -- 1959 

. " ... 

The 50th Anniversary of 
Russian Scouts was commemorated by 
the publication of Scout stamps issued 
in Argentina and the United States. 
The set of two on this page was 
designed by scoutmaster Yuri Shmitov 
and was valued in German Pfennigs 
and Marks, reflecting the location of 
ORYuR's organizational headquarters 
at that time. 



ORYuR -- New York, NY -- April 7, 1960 

World Refugee Year charity souvenir sheet issued to benefit ORYuR Scout camps in Germany. 
The sheets were produced by Scoutmaster Vsevolod V. Selivanovskiy in Monterey, California. 

HELP 
REFUGEE SCOUTS IN EUROPE 

B nOJlb3Y JlAfEPE~ 
O'.PKJ.P. B rEPMAHV1V1 

A small fraction of the total 800 sheets printed exist without the yellow sky background. 

HELP 
REFUGEE SCOUTS IN EUROPE 

""" 
B nOJlb3Y JlAfEPEVt 
O.P.KJ.P. B rEPMAHV1V1 

---~-------------··-----" 



ORYuR-- New York, NY--1957-1962 

The worldwide distribution of Russian Diaspora Scout troops provided the basis for 
issuance of "Air Mail" stamps and postcards. In theory, correspondence from members of one 
troop to another could be combined into one large envelope and sent by regular mail to the 
addressee troop's headquarters abroad at a considerable savings over individual mailings. At its 
destination, the envelope would be opened and the Scout Post stamped cards and letters 
distributed to the appropriate addressees. The Scout stamps would pay for the collection and 
distribution service as well as for mailing the combined post envelope. It is doubtful that high 
demand for such a cut-rate service existed. Below are the Scout "Air Mail" stamps and postcards on 
plain paper. The postcards were printed in Monterey, California by V. V. Selivanovskiy. 

A6111A- nOL-ITA 

··- ---------------
PA3BE.Ll,LlECKA>1 A BM.A,- n 04TA 

flEPBbl/11 P.EHb B 

Of the total 400 postcards 
printed, 24 exist without 
the yellow color. 



ORYuR -- New York, NY -- 1962 

"Postage due" stamps were produced on sparsely watermarked Adirondack Bond paper. As 
a result, a few stamps on each sheet show parts of the watermark. Two strips of black proofs below 
show that various scout stamp designs were planned well in advance of their issuance. 

ORYuR-- New York, NY--1969 

A new souvenir sheet was issued to commemorate the sixtieth anniversary of Russian Scouts. 

PA3BE,l\lfECKASI nOlfT A 

1909-1969 

1909-1969 



ORYuR Scouts -- New York, NY -- November 3, 1962 

A general trend within the Diaspora toward affirming the core cultural values of 
national identity, especially Russian history and religion, was reflected in some of the 
subjects of Scout Post stamps beginning in the 1960s. An overprint on the five cent 
"Scouting in Russia" stamp commemorated the Sesquicentennial of Fort Ross, the outpost of 
the Russian-American Company in California, before that area became a part of the United 
States. 

FORT ROSS 
1812 1932 

SEQUIC E NTENNIAL 

FORMER OUTPOST IN 
OF THE RUSSIAN-AMERICA 



ORYuR Scouts -- New York, NY -- December 1, 1967 

A Christmas stamp was issued by the Scout Post, perhaps following the U.S. Post 
Office's example. ln the context of Russian emigre culture this was quite appropriate: from 
the earliest years in exile to this day, Russian emigres throughout the Diaspora would meet 
in their church parish halls for the yearly "yolka" (Christmas tree) celebration. The usual 
program might include poetry recitals, Russian songs and dances, and stage plays by 
children, and would culminate in the arrival of Ded Moroz (Grandfather Frost}, who 
brought gifts for alt the children--usually small toys and some sweets and nuts: That 
tradition continues today and is one of the cheerful highlights of Russian community life. 

ISSUE 
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ORYuR-- USA -- 1967-1985 

Proper development of leadership skills through the training of Scout leaders has 
been a key reason for the durability of Russian Scouting. Over the years, Scout post issues 
noted the various training courses, including the Patrol Leaders' Course (green stamp), the 
Troop Leaders' Course (campfire badge), and the Scout Leader's Course, known as BKS-
"Let's shine like the sun," a line taken from a famous poem by C. Balmont (red line design). 
A strip of two black ink proofs, one of them for the BKS stamp, is located on the envelope. 
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ORYuR Scouts -- New York, NY -- March 24, 1972 

The 90th birthday of Oleg Pantyukhov, the first Russian Scout, was celebrated with the 
issue of a block of four perforated stamps printed on un-watermarked paper. However, rare 
imper/orate sheets on watermarked paper also exist, such as the one below . 
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Text at the bottom of the souvenir sheet: 

In honor of the 90th birthday of Colonel Oleg I. Pantuhoff, founder in 1909 of the 
Russian Boy and Girl Scouts. Since 1920 Russian scouts have had units in 25 countries--but 
not in Russia! The Bolshevik Government of the Soviet Union persecutes those who adhere 
to Scouting ideals. One council headquarters of the Boy Scouts of America has a bronze 
plaque on its walls with the following inscription: "In bright memory of fellow boy scouts of 
Russia, who died in the wave of Red Terror, true to their oath, for God, for Country and for 
its one-day inevitable freedom." 



ORYuR Scouts -- New York, NY -- March 24, 1972 

CliYTli - PA3BEn'll!lrn nosnPABJL!IDT noPororo 
omm. llBABOBll'IA c 90H rono11 POlKJU!l!l!ll 1 

25 ftarch 1972 
HAPPY 90 th BIRTHDAY 

TO CHIEP SCOUT AND FOUNDER 

COLONEL OLEG PANTUHOPP 

RUSSIAN BOY AHD GIBL scomis WERE FOUNDED 
IN RUSSIA IN I909. THOUGH PERSECUTED APTER 
192) BY THE COMMUNIST REGIME IN THE SOVIET 
UNION, AND FORBIDDEN FROM 1939 TO 194.5 IN 
NAZI GERMANY, THE RUSSIAN (REFUGEE} SCOU'I'S 
HAVE EXISTED DURING THE PAST FIFTY YEARS 

Bl TWENTY - THREE FREE COUHTBIES. 

Printing and perforation errors. 
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ORYuR Scouts -- New York, NY -- October 1973 

To mark the passing of Oleg lvanovich Pantuhoff in Nice, France, on October 25, 1973, the 
remaining unsold sheetlets of the previous year's 90th anniversary issue were overprinted with a 
black border around his name, the years of his birth and death, and the Russian Orthodox cross . 
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Oleg Pantuhoff was commissioned by Emperor Nicholas II to organize scouting in Russia 
in 1909. The first troop was formed in the czar's home town of Tsaskoye Selo near St. 
Petersburg, and the czar's son Alexei became the first scout. In the following ten years scouting 
expanded throughout Russia, but with its emphasis on God and Country, it was ideologically 
opposed by the new Communist regime, which eventually destroyed scouting on Soviet 
territory. However, the movement continued among Russia's youth in the Diaspora, where Oleg 
Pantuhoff, along with his wife and two sons, found themselves after the Revolution. By that time 
Pantuhoff had seen action on the battlefields of WWI and had risen to the rank of colonel. In 
1920 the Pantuhoff family emigrated from Constantinople to New York, where they created a 
souvenir-manufacturing business and were successful until the Great Depression. In 1933 they 
moved to Florida, where souvenirs were still in demand. In 1951 a widowed Oleg Pantuhoff 
moved back to Europe. He died in Nice, France, in 1973. 

Throughout most of his life Cololonel Pantuhoff remained engaged in the affairs of the 
Russian Scouts abroad. He was consulted for advice and sometimes acted as an arbiter between 
competing emigre scouting organizations. He did not exert hands-on control, which diminished 
his effectiveness and made him vulnerable to occasional manipulation. Yet, throughout his life, 
he continued to command respect as the Chief Scout and founder of Russian Scouting. 



ORYuR Scout Post -- USA -- 1979 

The 70th anniversary of Russian Scouts was commemorated with a set of six stamps. They depict 
the moment when 0. Pantyukhov established his first Boy Scout patrol, "Bobr" (Beaver), and list the 
names of its first members. By 1979 Russian Scouts were approaching 60 years of operating as an 
emigre organization, an amazing achievement made possible by the generations of dedicated leaders 
and a community that cherished its Russian roots. As the inscription at the bottom of the first patrol 
stamps says, "Since 1920 there were Russian Scouts in 25 countries--but not in the Soviet Union. 
There the Bolshevik Government persecutes those who adhere to Scout ideals." 
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ORYuR Scouts -- USA -- 1982 
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RUSSIAN SCOUTS, FOUNDED IN 1909, WERE PROHIBITED IN RUSSIA 
AFTER THE BOLSHEVIK REVOLUTION. AFTER 1920, AS A MILLION 
RUSSIAN REFUGEES SPREAD ALL OVER THE WORLD, RUSSIAN SCOUTS 
APPEARED IN 23 COUNTRIES. IN 1929, THEY PARTICIPATED IN THE 
SCOUT WORLD JAMBOREE IN ENGLAND. 

TODAY, RUSSIAN SCOUTS FLOURISH IN ARGENTINA, AUSTRALIA, 
GERMANY, FRANCE AND IN THE UNITED STATES. 

In 1982 Russian Scouts 
marked the centennial of 
Oleg Pantuhoffs birth with 
a souvenir sheet that was 
issued both perforated and 
imper/orate. 
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RUSSIAN SCOUTS, FOUNDED IN 1909, WERE PROHIBITED IN RUSSIA 
AFTER THE BOLSHEVIK REVOLUTION. AFTER 1920, AS A MILLION 
RUSSIAN REFUGEES SPREAD ALL OVER THE WORLD, RUSSIAN SCOUTS 
APPEARED IN 23 COUNTRIES. IN 1929, THEY PARTICIPATED IN THE 
SCOUT WORLD JAMBOREE IN ENGLAND. 

TODAY, RUSSIAN SCOUTS FLOURISH IN ARGENTINA, AUSTRALIA, 
GERMANY, FRANCE AND IN THE UNITED STATES. 



ORYuR Scout Post -- New York -- 1988 

Adoption of Orthodox Christianity in Kiev as a state religion by Prince Vladimir was 
widely celebrated by the Russian Diaspora, which traces the roots of Russian statehood to 
Kievan Rus'. The Millennium was especially significant for the Russian Diaspora because 
throughout the nearly seven decades of exile, the free Russian Orthodox Church abroad 
served as the strongest source of Russian national identity among the emigres. Russian 
Scouts were among the organizations issuing a vignette marking the Baptism of Rus'. 
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ORYuR Scout Post-- New York-- 1988 
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ORYuR Scouts -- Buenos Aires, Argentina -- July 1952 

It should be pointed out that the veneration of St. Vladimir for his adoption of 
Christianity for the Rus nation, and the recognition of his enormous significance in the 
development of Russian culture, has always been understood and acknowledged by the whole 
Russian emigre community, including the Scouts. As early as 1952, an ORYuR Scout souvenir 
sheet printed by the Scout troop in Buenos Aires, Argentina, to mark the Day of Russian Culture, 
features St. Vladimir in the center, with the composer Glinka and the writer Gogol to his left and 
right. 
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ORYuR Scouts -- USA -- July 17, 1989 

Unsold miniature sheets of the Pantuhoff centennial stamp were overprinted in 1989 to 
mark 80 years of Russian Scouting. The first-day cancellation was applied at the ORYuR 
permanent campsite property, named New Pavlovsk, in the Adirondack Mountains. It was an 
achievement worth celebrating, considering that for 69 of those years the Scouts survived as a 
viable national organization that provided children of Russian emigres with a sense of unity, 
national and ethnic identity, and cultural pride, and helped maintain the Russian language in 
virtual isolation from the mother country. Even more amazing is that this exclusively volunteer
based organization continues its work today in countries with a sizeable Russian immigrant 
population, 103 years after the first campfire was lit in the original Pavlovsk Park. Equally 
impressive is that in 1992 emigre Scout leaders reestablished ORYuR in Russia after the fall of 
Communism, and its rolls there today number in the thousands. 
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ORYuR Scout Press -- New York -- 1999 

In the late 1950's, when Scoutmaster Vsevolod V. Selivanovskiy printed the scout 
airmail postcards and the World Refugee Year souvenir sheet, he also produced the Scout 
Press souvenir sheets. Throughout the decades of existence in the Diaspora, ORYuR has 
produced numerous Russian language periodical publications, bulletins, and manuals for 
the scouts and their leaders. Most likely, that is what this souvenir sheet commemorates. 
The sheets were not issued until 1999 when half of them were overprinted (next page.) Only 
24 sheets exist without the yellow color. 

PA3BEALIECKA5=t nPECCA 
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ORYuR -- New York -- 1999 

Overprints on the airmail postcard and the Scout press souvenir sheet 
commemorate the ninetieth anniversary of Russian Scouting. As the overprint indicates, 
the first Scout campfire was lit on April 30, 1909. By 1920 the Russian Scouts had become 
an emigre organization, which to this day continues its mission of maintaining the Russian 
Orthodox faith, traditions, and culture among ethnic Russian youth. 

PA3BE,lJ,LIECKAs:l ABlllA- nO'-ITA 
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R~an Diaspora -- 1950s-1960s (?) 

The vignette above was issued in Paris in 1950. Its purpose was to obtain support for 
the Youth Home Fund. In addition to the simple design of silhouettes against the backdrop 
of the Russian tricolor flag, it contains signatures of the Fund's chairman and treasurer. 

The evil multi-headed dragon of Russian epic tales symbolizes Communism in the two 
similar vignettes above. They were probably produced in the United States by Russian 
emigres. Their history and year of issue remain unknown, but their message is clear. 

These 1955 propaganda vignettes also show the dragon of Communism entrapping 
the Russian Orthodox church and its people inside a Gulag camp. It was produced in New 
York by the Committee of Russian Anti-Communist Artists. 



Free Russia -- New York, NY -- November 22, 1958 
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REPRESENTATIVES - EMIG REES OF THE NON-RUSSIAN 
PEOPLES OF U.S.S.R. 

CATHEDRAL STATION, P. 0. BOX 126 
NEW YORK 25, N. Y., U.S.A. 

"In 1958 l was visited by a gentleman who gave his name as Yevgenii Nikolaevich Orsha. He was 
a managing member of the anticommunist Peoples of Russia Committee. Orsha proposed publication of 
'Free Russia' stamps aimed at counteracting the anti-Russian propaganda being disseminated among 
stamp collectors. He asked for my help because he knew of my work with scout stamps in Germany. I 
agreed to assist him. 

We decided to prepare a souvenir sheet in time for the organization's ball, which was to take 
place on November 22, 1958. The sheet would feature symbols of Belarus, Ukraine, and the Caucuses 
nationalities. These souvenir sheets were to be sold at the ball, whose aim was to support the 

/ 

publication of a book by Andrei Dikiy, the author of a study titled 'The Undistorted History of 
Ukraine-Rus" (two volumes, New York, 1960-1961.) The purpose of this publication was to counter 
separatist opinions about the origins of Kievan Rus' and the history of Ukraine. Publication of the 
stamps supported the general tenor of the organization headed by Mr. Dikiy. That is why the stamps, 
and especially the souvenir sheets of Free Russia, were always intended for political advocacy and 
carried a propagandistic message. Even the apolitical charity stamps for a tuberculosis sanatorium in 
Gauting, Germany, contained the words 'Free Russia' and promoted a national agenda." 

The quote above is from an article by Rostislav Polchaninoff in the Spring 2009 issue of The 
Journal of the Rossica Society. There were 500 first souvenir sheets printed. Polchaninoff and Orsha 

. were instrumental in producing 55 issues of individual stamps and souvenir sheets over a ten-year 
period starting in 1958. 



Free Russia -- New York -- 1958 

Rare Free Russia essay and proofs of the 
first souvenir sheet. The proof in black ink 
was printed on thick coated paper. The 
brown and green proofs exist with and 
without the watermark of the International 
Paper Company's Adirondack Ledger. 
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Free Russia (Peoples of Russia Committee) -- New York -- 1959 

HO FRElE RUSSIA- HO FRElE RUSSIA-

NO FRi:E EUROPE NO FRi:E . EUROPE 

It was R.V. Polchaninoff s idea to use the Europa designs, quite popular among 
collectors at the time, to promote Free Russia vignettes. On one hand, it would increase the 
demand for the vignettes among a broader group of collectors; on the other hand, there 
would be no need to create original artwork. The first such souvenir blocks were issued on 
October 15, 1959. Yearly issues of new Free Russia Europa stamps continued through 
196 7. A proof sheet of the lettering and a double strike 40-cent souvenir sheet error are 
shown below. 
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Free Russia (Peoples of Russia Committee) -- NewYork--1959 

The popularity of TB 
Christmas Seals in the U.S. 
also provided an opportunity 
to increase demand for Free 
Russia issues. Ray Mosbaugh, 
President of the Christmas 
Seal and Charity Stamp 
Society, regularly issued 
updates to Green's catalog 
of anti-tuberculosis seals. He 
supported the Anti
communist cause of Free 
Russia and offered to print 
Free Russia stamps at cost. 
Inclusion of these anti
tuberculosis issues in the 
catalog broadened the reach 
of Free Russia vignettes. 
Proceeds from the stamps on 
this page were intended to 
help a group of TB-stricken 
Russians in a German 
sanatorium. There were 8,000 
per/ and 2,000 imperf 
stamps issued. A black proof 
is shown here as well. 
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Free Russia (Peoples of Russia Committee) -- NewYork--1959 

DpamcHHH ManH$ec1 
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The Prague Manifesto, commemorated by the souvenir sheet shown above, was a document 
created in 1944 by members of the Committee for the Liberation of Russia, comprising General Vlasov, 
his staff, and politically active emigres, including NTS members, who aspired to overthrow Soviet 
dictator Stalin and establish a non-communist government in Russia. The Manifesto condemned the 
Soviet regime for genocidal crimes against its peoples. It called for the restoration of private 
ownership and democratic values. The tree design symbolizing the common roots of Russia's 
Slavic nationalities uses their pre-Soviet designations: Little, White, and Great Russians. One 
thousand miniature sheets of each color, red and blue, were printed. 



Free Russia (Peoples of Russia Committee) -- NewYork--1959 

All NATIONAL COMMITTEE 
OF THE PEOPLES OF RUSStA 

CATHEDRAL SfATION. P. 0. 80X 126 
MEW YOU. D. H. Y. 

fllltST DAY, 

UPGM~iE 
......,..~'1Tl"l:'n"l"lm-rrcrnll'.lr-

Individual stamps of the first souvenir sheet were 
reprinted. The block of four with a star and crescent 
symbolizing nationalities of the Caucuses Mountains, and the 
brown mini-sheet of eight showing the Kievan Rus trident, 
symbolizing the common roots of Ukraine and Russia, were 
issued in printin,qs of 4,000 and 8,000 stamps respectively. 



Free Russia (Peoples of Russia Committee) -- New York -- 1960 

FOR THE BENEFIT OF TBC-STRICKE RUSSIANS 
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IN GAUTING SANATORIUM -WEST GERMANY· 

All 2,000 sheets of the 1960 TB stamps were left without perforation. But two varieties exist-
with and without a watermark. A double strike error and a lettering proof are shown below. 

-STRICKEN ,RUSSIANS 

-WEST GERMANY· 



Free Russia (Peoples of Russia Committee) -- New York -- 1960 

Free Russia Europa labels were 
all produced as souvenir sheets. 
This provided additional margin 
space for printing the basic 
political message that the vast 
majority of Russian emigres 
agreed with and wished to 
convey to their host nations in 
the West. 

The Charging Knight (Pahonia), 
a historic symbol of Belarus, 
reproduced from the first Free 
Russia souvenir sheet, was issued 
in a new color. One thousand 
blocks of four were printed. The 
knight symbol dates back to the 
1300s, when it was first shown 
on the seal of Grand Duke 
Aldegirdas of Lithuania. 

FREEDOM FOR RUSSIA-

FREEDOM FOR ENTIRE EUROPE 

FREEDOM FOR RUSSIA- · 

FREEDOM··· FOR ENTIRE EUROPE 



Free Russia (Peoples of Russia Committee) -- New York-- 1960-61 

Above are some double 
strike printer's waste 
copies of red vignettes 
and lettering proofs 
for issues shown on the 
preceding page. A 
sheet of lettering 
proofs for vignettes on 
the following page is 
to the right of this text. 

FREEDOM FOR RUSSIA-

F·RE.EDOM FOR RUSSIA-

FREEDOM FOR ENTIRE EUROPE . 

WORLD REFUGEE YEAR 1920-1945-1960 

RUSSIANS W H O LEFT THE I R HOM E LAND 40 YEAR S 
A G O WERE THE FIRST R EFU GEE FROM COMMUNI S M 

RUSS IANS WHO R E F USE D T O BE REPATRIATED 15 
YEARS A G O ONC E AGAIN VOTED AGAINST COMMUNISM 

~---------------- - --- ------- --



Free Russia (Peoples of Russia Committee) -- NewYork--1961 

WORLD REFUGEE YEAR 
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1920-1945-1960 

The pain of losing their homeland as a result 
of violent political and ideological disagreements 
was always foremost in the minds and hearts of the 
Russian Diaspora. The vignettes on this page were an 
attempt to tell Americans that the Russians living in 
their midst were not "Commies," as was generally 
believed at the height of the Cold War years, but the 
first victims of that regime. 

3Ha1m B naMnTb npe6brnaHHH PyccKoii apMHH 
B BOeHHblX JiarepHX Ha qyJK6HHe 

" cpJioTa B Eu3epTe B 1920-1921 rr. 
Y'-IpelK,11,eHbI B JM11rpal.(11H 15 H05!6p5! 1921 r. 

Badges in Memory of the Sojourn of Russian Armies 
in Military Camps in Foreign Lands and of the Navy 

in Bizerte in 1920-1921 

The Peoples of Russia Committee marked the 
World Refugee Year by issuing two souvenir sheets 
honoring soldiers of the Volunteer White Army, who 
were evacuated to camps in Gallipoli, Lemnos, and 
Bizerte. Such black crosses were awarded to the 
veterans of those camps by generals Wrangel and 
Kutepov. A recent Russian emigre postcard by 
Northern Cross Publishing shows all five military 
refugee camp crosses. 



Free Russia (Peoples of Russia Committee) -- NewYork--1960-61 

This souvenir sheet below mourns the victims of forced repatriation by the Allies of anti
communist Russians after WWII, many of whom subsequently suffered and died in Stalin's gulags. Its 
design is an adaptation of an unissued 1951 (?) RONDD souvenir sheet, shown below, which declares 
"Eternal memory to the heroes betrayed in Dachau on Jan 19, 1946." The Free Russia sheet expands 
the list to six locations where mass forced repatriation of Russian anti-Communists was carried out 
by British and U.S. forces. One of the locations was Fort Dix, New Jersey. Some of the individuals who 
were handed over to their Soviet enemies were non-Soviet citizens--White Russian emigres. Others 
were Russian Cossacks and their families and members of General Vlasov's Russian Liberation Army. 
A rare proof sheet of the lettering is also included. 
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Free Russia (Peoples of Russia Committee) -- New York -- 1961 

The momentous centennial of Emperor Alexander II's Emancipation Manifesto, 
which liberated Russian serfs from three hundred years of virtual slavery, was hardly 
noticed in the USSR and did not even merit a postage stamp among the more than one 
hundred issued that year. Soviet propaganda simply would not admit that the czars had 
been capable of anything positive. But the Manifesto was commemorated by the Russian 
Diaspora. The souvenir sheet below was designed by Rossica members A. Rosselevich and R. 
Polchaninov. There were one thousand sheets printed. 
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The strip of two proofs below shows the serf liberation stamp design and the symbolic 
family tree of Russia's Slavic peoples. Considering that the "Russian tree" vignette and the 
Alexander II souvenir sheet were issued three years apart, in 1959 and 1961, it is clear that 
the Free Russia vignettes were planned well in advance. 



Free Russia (Peoples of Russia Committee) -- NewYork--1961 

The Tambov Rebellion (1920-21) was a 
major, well-organized peasant revolt that 
began in the Tambov province of central 
Russia in response to forced confiscation of 
grain by the new Soviet authorities. At its 
height the army of the rebellion numbered 
approximately 70,000 lightly armed 
fighters who controlled a large territory. 
The Communist government used its 
regular troops in overwhelming numbers, 
along with poisoned gas, bombings of 
villages, executions, and internment of 
peasant families in camps with 20% 
monthly mortality rates, to quash the 
rebellion. Close to one quarter of a million 
Russian peasants died in that struggle. 

1919 

6 
19 19 

The Russian Diaspora rightly 
considered itself to have been the 
first victim of Communism, and it 
took pride in the fact that it did not 
succumb without a fight. Even after 
the evacuation of the White Army 
from Crimea, opposition inside 
Russia continued. The vignettes on 
this page commemorate that 
struggle. The sailor design, printed 
on thick and thin paper, and the 
peasant stamp below are similar in 
appearance to the NTS propaganda 
vignettes issued a few years earlier, 
which called for the overthrow of 
the Soviet regime. The Free Russia 
vignettes (on the left) note the 
struggle of Russian sailors in 
Kronstadt who, together with 
soldiers and civilians disaffected 
with the state of the economy, 
staged an unsuccessful uprising in 
March of 1921 against the Soviet 
government, which they had 
previously supported. 
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Free Russia (Peoples of Russia Committee) -- New York -- 1961 

The souvenir sheet below mourns the execution of General Vlasov in 1946. It also shows 
the red and blue arm patch of the Russian Liberation Army, which was under his command. 
General Vlasov's rallying call: "Russia belongs to us! Russia's past belongs to us! Russia's future is also 
ours!" is printed on the sheet. One thousand sheets were produced on thick and thin paper. 
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POCCHR - Hawa! flpownoe POCCHH ...'..___ Hawe! 
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IN MEMORY OF THE TRAGIC DEATH OF' GEN. 
A. VLASOV AND HIS COMPANIONS IN AR.MS 

A blue color proof and 
lettering proof illustrate 
the stages of this souvenir 
sheet's production. 

IN ME:VIORY OF THE TRAGIC DEATH OF' GEN. 
A. VLASOV AND HIS COMPANIONS IN ARMS 



Free Russia (Peoples of Russia Committee) -- New York -- 1961 

FOR THE BENEFIT OF TBC-STRICKE:N ,RUSSIANS 

~ 

IN GAUTING SANATORlUM -WEST GERMANY-

WHITE, BLUE AND RED 

The white, blue, and red 
striped Russian national 
flag was used to add a 
political dimension to the 
topical TB and Europa 
stamps in 1961. This flag, 
along with the history 
that it represented, was 
rejected by the Soviet 
government and replaced 
with the red flag of the 
Revolution. The Russian 
Diaspora never accepted 
the change. Interestingly 
enough, soon after the 
dissolution of the USSR, 
the old tricolor was 
reinstated by the Russian 
Federation. 
Both souvenir sheets on 
this page were printed on 
thick and thin paper. Rare 
proofs of the Europa sheet 
are shown below. 

WHITE, BLUE AND RED 
NATIONAi,. CQl,.QRS OF RUSSIA 
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Free Russia (Peoples of Russia Committee) -- New York--1961 

A rare essay, a proof in black, and the final issued vignettes in brown commemorate 
the Hungarian Uprising in 1956. The design shows the smashed head of a statue of Stalin 
that was destroyed by protesters. At the top of the design is the famous old bridge across 
the Danube in old Budapest. By printing this stamp, the Peoples of Russia Committee 
expressed its support of the Hungarian freedom fighters and stressed that Communism 
was not an ideology embraced by all Russians. 



Free Russia (Peoples of Russia Committee) -- New York-- 1961 (?) 

These rare essays on thick and thin paper, probably designed by A. Rosselevich, were made in 
preparation for three issues of Free Russia stamps. The two generals that they depict were vilified as 
traitors by the Soviet regime and seen as heroes by a majority of Russian emigres. Vlasov was one of 
the Red Army's generals who successfully defended Moscow against the German advance in WWII. 
But in 1942 he was captured by the Germans and declared his opposition to Stalin and Communism. 
With the agreement of his captors he founded the Russian Liberation Committee, which in 1944, with 
the war's end in sight, evolved into a Russian Liberation Army (ROA). After Germany's surrender, 
Vlasov surrendered to the American command. But he was soon captured by Soviet troops and 
returned to Moscow. After a summary trial for treason, he was executed by hanging. 

General Krasnow was a White Army leader who continued his struggle against Communism in 
the Diaspora. He was one of the founders of the underground terroristic Brotherhood of Russian 
Truth, whose vignettes can be seen in the first frame of this exhibit. For him, WWII was an 
opportunity to continue his struggle against the Communists. Working with the German command, he 
headed anti-Communist units of White Russian Cossacks. 
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Free Russia (Peoples of Russia Committee) -- NewYork-- 1962 

Rare full sheet as printed showing how disparate topics were originally combined in 
the printing process to produce the Free Russia vignettes. Varieties include both perforate and 
imper/orate sheets with y ellowish or white gum . 
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Free Russia (Peoples of Russia Committee) -- New York -- 1962 

During the years of his European exile after the defeat of the White Army, General Krasnov, 
in addition to waging his continued undercover war against the Soviet government, had an 
illustrious career as an emigre writer of more than twenty novels. He extolled Cossack values, and 
in 1943 became head of the Chief Directorate of Cossack Forces in the German Ministry for the 
Occupied Eastern Territories. At the end of WWII, Krasnov surrendered to the British command 
on a promise that he would not be handed over to Stalin. But the British reneged, and in the end 
general Krasnov was hanged for alleged treason by the Soviet government. The souvenir sheet 
below notes the 15th anniversary of his and his Cossack comrades' execution. The two 10-cent stamps 
on the souvenir sheet below depict the symbol of the Don Cossack Army. One thousand sheets were 
printed on thick and thin paper. A rare proof in black of the souvenir sheet's text along with 
unidentified corner framing elements is shown below. 

l5-.11eT.1i:e rn6eJIH 6opQa 3a Poccmo aTaMaaa. KpacHoBa 
H r<a3aKOB 3a Pocc.mo :>KHBOT cBOli noJio:>KnBIUHX. 

194 7 - 17 HHB. - 1962. 

THE 15-TH ANNIVERSARY OF THE DAY WHE:N 
ATAMAN KRASNOV AND HIS COSSACKS ~VE 

THEIR LIVES FOR RU!i)SIA 

15-JieTHe rH6eJIH 6opQa 3iJ. PoccHIO aTaMaaa KpacHoBa 
Ei! Ka3aKoB 3a Poccmo :>KafJOT cBoli IIOJIO:>KH-BIUHX. 

194 7 --! ·17 HHB. - 1962. 

HE IS~TH ANNIVERSARY OF THE DAY WHEN 
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Free Russia (Peoples of Russia Committee) -- New York -- 1962 

Imper/orated strips of the Vlasov and Krasnov stamps were issued on paper with two 
distinct shades of gum: 3,000 stamps show the regular, darker colored gum, and 2,000 have 
the lighter gum. 
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The 1962 Europa souvenir sheet repeated the 1959 symbolic tree design in which ancient Rus' 
divides into three Slavic branches comprising Russia. A black ink proof is shown below. 

RUSSIA IS THE BIGGEST COUNTRY 



Free Russia (Peoples of Russia Committee) -- New York -- 1963 

Dancing couples in Belarus, Ukrainian, and Russian national costumes became a recurrent 
theme in Free Russia vignettes because they symbolized the common Slavic roots of the three 
nationalities that share roots in medieval Rus'. The stamps below depict an ethnic Russian couple. 
They also appear in the black proof strip of four different Free Russia issues that were printed 
together in large sheets. A total of 6,000 copies of each stamp were issued, with half of them 
perforated and the others without perforation. The Freedom From Hunger stamps to the right of the 
dancers noted that year's international campaign to eradicate hunger. Many countries, including 
the US, issued stamps to publicize this effort. 
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Free Russia (Peoples of Russia Committee) -- New York -- 1963 

C&OBC.iltHI~ PCCC"1~ 

1953ji ;; JUNE ::;:: 
1963 '° 

tJit ~ 5 BERlIN-liEPJ\HH ~ 

The stamp showing the Reichstag in Berlin commemorates the tenth 
anniversary of the Uprising of 1953 in East Germany. It began with a labor 
strike by East Berlin's construction workers and soon turned into a general 
uprising against the Stalinist East German government. It was violently 
suppressed by tanks of the Group of Soviet Forces and state police. The 
vignettes were issued in solidarity with East Germans who fought against 
Soviet tyranny. 

The Vorkuta Camp Uprising was a major strike by imprisoned hard 
labor inmates in the summer of 1953, shortly after the arrest of Lavrentiy 
Beria, chief of Stalin's secret police organization, the NKVD, which 
controlled the camps. The uprising was crushed by the camp administration 
after two weeks of an initially bloodless standoff with approximately 18,000 
inmates. 

The two vertical strips, with and without perforation, honor the 
Terek, Kuban, and Don Cossacks. During the Russian Civil War, areas 
populated by the Cossacks became major centers for the anti-Bolshevik 
White movement. Retribution by the Communists was harsh and aimed at 
destroying the Cossack culture. Those who managed to escape became an 
important part of the Russian Diaspora. 
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Three bloody World War I battles in 
which the Russian forces played a 
decisive role are listed on the 25-cent 
Free Russia souvenir sheet. The design 
shows the order of St. George, fourth 
class, a medal awarded to non-senior 
officers for exceptional bravery. Soviet 
authorities steered clear of mentioning 
any achievements of Russian troops in 
WWI. This task was carried out by the 
Russian emigres. Five hundred souvenir 
sheets were printed. A strip of proofs is 
shown below. 

Free Russia -- New York -- 1963-64 

The Europa unity links design 
commemorated the decisive 
defeat of Napoleon's army in 1813 
by a coalition of forces, including 
a large Russian contingent. That 
battle near Leipzig, Saxony, is also 
known as the Battle of Nations. 
The beautiful Russian Glory 
Monument church was built on 
the site of the battleground in 
1912. It stands today and is used 
for Russian Orthodox services. 
Five hundred souvenir sheets were 
printed. 
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Free Russia (Peoples of Russia Committee) -- New York -- 1964 
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In 1959 a souvenir sheet 
commemorated the 15th anniversary 
of the Prague Manifesto. The sheet 
above marks twenty years of its 
pronouncement by the Committee of 
Liberation of the Peoples of Russia. 
The Manifesto called for the 
overthrow of Russia's Communist 
government and the unity of Russia's 
ethnic nationalities. Five hundred 
sheets issued. 

+ TAnEPrOCIJCKMM 
MYLIEHMKAM 

rAnMLIKAA PYCb 
1914-1918. 

+ TAnEPrOCIJCKHM 
MYLIEHMKAM 

rAnl-11.-'KAA PYCb 
1914-1918.· 

+ TAllEPrOCIJCKMM 
MYLIEHMKAM . . 

rAnMLIKAA PYCb 
1914:;;_1.918 . 

HO FREE RUSSIA-
HO FREE RUSSIA-

NO FR.EE EUROPE 
NO FR.EE EUROPE 

One thousand Europa 1964 souvenir sheets were 
printed. Color proofs (right) were made on thick, 
chalky paper. 
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The red vignettes and a rare strip of three black lettering 
proofs honor the memory of the Talerhofmartyrs. During WWI the 
Carpatho-Russian ethic group known as Lemkos, or Rusyns, were 
viewed with suspicion by the Austrian government. The Rusyns 
are Orthodox Christians who generally identify with Russians. As 
a result, the Austrians decided to eradicate them in death camps, 
of which Talerhof was the largest. Catholic Austrian vigilante 
groups lynched many more Rusyns. The number of victims in this 
brutal wave of "ethnic cleansing" remains unknown, but Lemko
Rusyn historians suspect that up to one half million Carpatho
Russians were killed. 



Free Russia (Peoples of Russia Committee) -- New York -- 1964 

Rare uncut color proof sheet on thick coated paper, containing four different vignettes. 
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Free Russia (Peoples of Russia Committee) -- New York -- 1964 

A total of 500 sheets in the configuration of the proof sheet on the previous page were 
printed. While the red and blue inks produced a clear impression the yellowish-brown ink 
used to print the Radio Free Russia stamps resulted in an extremely uneven coverage, as 
witnessed by the examples below. A rare black ink proof of the Ukrainian and Belorussian 
dancers and the radio station stamp designs is also shown on this page. 
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Free Russia (Peoples of Russia Committee) -- New York -- 1964 

The artwork for the dancers may have been influenced by a set of postcards published in 
the Soviet Union in 1957 depicting dances of various USSR nationalities. Note that each of the 
500 sheets issued was consecutively numbered in the selvage. The large block of stamps below 
shows couples dancing the Ukrainian hopak and the Belorussian kryzhachek. 
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This second use of the St. 
design commemorated 

George's medal 
the fiftieth 

anniversary of the start of WWI, which 
eventually led to the catastrophic changes 
in Russia's political system. The rare proofs 
of this stamp are distinguished by the thick 
coated paper on which they were printed 
(left). Three thousand stamps issued. 



Free Russia (Peoples of Russia Committee) -- New York -- 1965 
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The first day cover above features the only stamped envelope in the Free Russia vignette series. 
Below is an original advertisement sheet that was sent to buyers along with the ordered stamps. 

RUSSIAN N.ATIO!ITAL TB CONMITTEE 
Sanatorium Gauting (W.Germany) 

Dear Sh, 
Enole8ed ~s the last issue of FREE RUSSIA TJ3 seals,i&suod 

fer the benefit ef T:B stricke!l P.u.ssianr ~-n the Gauting Sanatorium. 
Enclosed are 20 seals at B:.J each, total foJ:• $ 1.-
I:f you are :i.r.te:l'.'ustea. to ha..,..E.. "blH" 'bi:i.vk iss11od seals ,you 

can hav~: 1959 le perf &l\, im:pr:f, $ ~ . • ··-
1960 lo :i.mprf. ~ ~~~o 
1961 2 sheets 0n a.iff')rent paper $ ~L---
1962 lo perf. & ~n j~p9rf. $ 1.--

( also 10 i 'J'rf;>orf e w~~ t:h whit'3 g"Jifl $ - • 50) 
1963 lo perf'.., & .! ·1 im:p .Jr•f . j l ~ ··-

ill these seals arc. 1~.8tea i:n Green's TB Catalog as US 
locals and mentioned 1n thJ u.rtl·~~::e ·r"'l.L0 ~.:v:peaJ_ o:r Charity- Seals; 
Appraisal Of' Ne,tionwidG 1,c0'.1:... An·•:• ... 'J.'i3 :,_(rl .. :·::..~J~~s L1 The U.S."by )..JAY 
Ellen Davis in nLinr,, !s ii_rf;eJciy Sta:i 11, '!\,L,;\vc r, .:·rom J11:.y· 12 ,19355 . 

We hope ;:rcu. w~.J. l .1.10 :_p G~~& Ru.c".s:i 9.~d .9 1t·:~c···l.os·~ not only 
their C<:luntry, but "..;hei~ he;;a1.-~h a Ly· c. __.. 

, '1'1" a· "/') ~ .. ,,. ·0·11 .,, L .• . .W\. j . 

. -·~,.:v;.e-;. 

Make out checks and M.O. to · --- .k_>,'?rrfc.4~~ 



Free Russia (Peoples of Russia Committee) -- New York -- 1965-66 

The Day of Irreconcilability with Communism souvenir sheet below has a misprint: 
1956 instead of 1965. Five hundred sheets were printed. 

NOVEMBER 7-TH 
DAY OF IRRECONCILABILITY 

ANTI-COMMUNIST DAY 
OF ALL EUROPE 

A new approach was tried in 1966 for printing the Day of Irreconcilability souvenir 
sheets, placing two of the uncut souvenir sheets in a tete-beche configuration. Five hundred 
such sheets were printed. 

NOVEMBER 7-TH 
DAY OF IRRECONCILABl LITY 

ANTI-COMMUNIST DAY 
OF ALL EUROPE 

:3dO~n3 11V .:10 
Ava .LSINnwwo:>-1.LNV 

A.Ln !8V1 l:>N0:>3HHI .::10 A Ya 
Hl.-L ~38W3J\ON 



Free Russia (Peoples of Russia Committee) -- NewYork--1966-67 

Yevgeniy Orsha, a Belorussian whose real name was Stasevich, died in 1967. Since it was he 
who originally proposed the creation of these propaganda vignettes and who was in charge of their 
sales, the publication of Free Russia vignettes came to an end soon after his passing. TB souvenir 
sheets in blue and green were printed for sale in 1966 and 1967. An overprinted Europa sheet and a 
black color reprint of the Kuban Cossacks stamp were added in 1967, and a final overprinted 1964 
Europa souvenir sheet, missing in this collection, was placed on sale in November 1968. That ended 
ten years of publication and sales of emigre Free Russia political propaganda vignettes. 

l _ __________ _ 

THREE BRANCHES OF RUSS IAN NA1 IOl' ALITY 

RU SSI AN NATIONAL T 8 COMMITTEE 
1966 

PRICE 0.25 

THREE BRANCHES OF RUSSIAN NATIONALITY 

RUSSIAN NATIONAL T B COMMITTEE 
1967 

PRICE 0 .25 

RUSSIA IS THE BIGGEST COUNTRY 



For the Association of Russian War Invalids -- NewYork--1959 

By 1959, almost four decades after the White Army evacuated from Crimea to 
Constantinople, some of the older members of that valiant force were in need of nursing 
care and financial support. Rostislav V. Polchaninov, who was the driving force behind 
quite a few of the Russian Diaspora vignettes, decided to help the veterans of the Gallipoli 
Society and the Association of Russian War Invalids by offering them vignettes that could 
be used to solicit donations. Four different labels were designed, and essays printed. 
However, the veterans' organizations did not respond, and the project was dropped. All 
four of these rare essays are shown below. 
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The Gallipoli Society vignette essay features the black Byzantine cross medal that in 
1921 was awarded to all those who were located in the Gallipoli camp after the Crimean 
evacuation. The essay's inscription in Russian indicates that the non-denominated label was 
intended for the Gallipoli Society's Old Age Home Fund. Since the essay was printed along with 
a proof for a Free Russia vignette, its year of printing can be verified. 

The two 25-cent black ink essays intended for consecutive use in 1959 and 1960 in 
support of Russian Civil War veterans generally repeat the design of pre-WWII emigre 
vignettes. But their face values were changed from French francs and sous to U.S. cents, and 
the years of intended use were added. The large red essay showing a Russian nurse supporting 
a wounded soldier has a higher face value and was intended to raise funds as well as to 
commemorate the fortieth anniversary of the Association. 



Russia's Baptism Millennium Committee -- France -- 1988 

The margin inscription attributes the 
artwork for this vignette marking the 
millennium of Christianity in Russia to a well
known artist, Alexander Serebriakoff (1907-
1995). Born in Russia, Serebriakoff was only 
13 when he came to Paris in 1920 with his 
mother, the artist Zinaida Serebriakova. A 
few years later he began his career as a set 
designer and decorator. Influenced by his 
cousin Nikolai Benois and encouraged by the 
patronage of his friend Charles de Beistegui, 
Serebriakoff developed a reputation for his 
flawlessly executed watercolors depicting 
opulent interiors, including the homes of the 
most famous characters of his age, such as 
Chanel and Rothschild. Despite obvious 
French influence and some French heritage, 
Serebriakoff remained true to his Russian 
roots and Orthodox faith. He is interred at 
the famous Russian emigre cemetery at 
Sainte Genevieve-des-Bois near Paris. 



Rossica Society of Russian Philately -- New York, NY -- 1957 

ROSS/CA SOCIETY OF 
RUSSIAN PHILATELY.-

Before World War II, Rossica was a well-established philatelic 
society for Russian Diaspora stamp collectors. Its members were 
scattered throughout the world in areas where there were sizeable 
White Russian communities. But the war disrupted communication 
among the Society's chapters and halted their activities. In the 
aftermath of WWII, when a large number of Russian emigres came to 
the United States, the Rossi~a Society was reconstituted in New York. 
Under the leadership of Dr. Gregory Salsbury (Bondarenko) 
(portrayed on a 2008 vignette on the left), it became a more inclusive 
group with membership not limited to ethnic Russians, although in 
the beginning Russians were still in the majority. 

SOCIETE PHILATE!IQUE 
RUSSE A L' ETRANSER 

ROSS/CA SOCIETY OF fYCJ:KOE JA/IY5EXllfl d 
RUSSIAN PHILATELY. TfJHCTlf'IECXOf 061/EtTIJIJ. 
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In 1957 the Society marked the centennial 
of the first Russian Empire stamp with a set of 
perforated and imper/orate sheets of vignettes 
inscribed in Russian, English, French, and German 
[above). 
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During the 1950s, the New York chapter of 

Rossica was the most active group within the 
Society. In 1959 a few Russian members of the 
chapter decided to mark the thirtieth anniversary 
of Rossica's founding. A vignette was designed, 
black proofs were made, and the prototype 
stamps printed in green before someone noticed 
the mistake in the founding year--1924 instead of 
the correct 1929. That halted the project and it 
was never realized. However, some proofs and the 
unissued vignettes survive. 
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Rossica Society of Russian Philately -- New York, NY -- 1957 

An early trial proof sheet of the frames for the brown centennial labels shown on the 
previous page, along with a proposed stamp design that was later rejected. 
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Rossica Society of Russian Philately -- New York, NY -- 1957 

"We are ... most appreciative for a new drawing of a vignette to celebrate the centenary of 
Russia Number 1, made by Mr. Rosselevich. We hope to present it to the combined meeting of Rossica 
and B.S.R.P. (British Society of Russian Philately) in New York, on November 24, 1957, during the 
annual ASDA meeting." (from Rossica Journal #52-53) The vignette was printed by R. Polchaninoff 
and offered for sale on behalf of the Society through A. Lavrov. Unfortunately, rifts were forming 
within the ranks of the Society, and in 1961 Rosselevich, along with a number of Russian members, 
split from Rossica and began publishing his own journal. There were some immediate reasons for the 
schism, but resentment among the old guard that the formerly all-Russian society was changing and 
becoming multinational may have been the hidden reason. 

The Soviet government's post office marked the first Russian stamp centennial with a 
large set of stamps and two souvenir sheets--none of them actually showing the first stamp! Forty 
years after the Revolution, the Soviets were still afraid to present symbols of the czarist past in a 
positive light. It was left to the White Russian immigration to do so, and they rose to the challenge. 

ROSSI CA 
SOCIETY 

OF RUSSIAN PHILATELY 

The paper used to print these large vignettes was International Paper Company's 
Adirondack bond. The paper is sparingly watermarked, which created three varieties of the 
vignettes: unwatermarked, and watermarked upside down or right side up, depending on how the 
paper was placed in the printing machine. A watermarked vignette is shown above. 



Rossica Society of Russian Philately -- New York, NY -- 197 6 

"The big ASDA show in New York, an annual event that drew large Rossica 
crowds in the 1960s and 1970s, was the scene for the society's next effort, a colorful 
souvenir sheet arranged by Claude Lysloff for the 1976 event. Much of the text and 
font was borrowed directly from the 1957 Rosselevich souvenir sheet" (From an 
article by D. Skipton in Rossicafournal No. 150, Spring 2008, p. 183) 

21.1 6 
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A. S. D. A. 
NEW YORK 
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All 1976 Rossica souvenir sheets are numbered on the back as shown, with 
the reversed sheet above. The face-up sheet is numbered 1410, which tends to 
indicate that at least 1,500 sheets were printed. 



Congress of Russian Americans -- USA -- 1973 to Present 

CONGRESS OF RUSS IAN AMERiCANS.INC . 

Creation of the Congress of Russian Americans (CRA) in 1973 marked a 
turning point in the life of the Russian Diaspora in the United States. Unlike 
previous emigre organizations that had focused their efforts on Russia, the CRA was 
designed to represent the interests of the Russian Diaspora in the United States. In a 
way, formation of the CRA became a realistic acknowledgement that the Russian 
emigres had found a permanent home in America and that neither they nor their 
children would be likely to return to Russia even if the Soviet regime were to fall. 
This placed them alongside similar ethnic organizations like the American Hellenic 
Congress and the Jewish American Congress. The CRA became a national 
organization with chapters in all major cities of the United States. Its members are 
U.S. citizens and permanent residents of Russian heritage who are non-communist 
in their beliefs, and are for the most part of the Russian Orthodox faith. The main 
goals of the CRA are preserving their Russian cultural and spiritual heritage in the 
United States, protecting the rights of Russian-Americans, and encouraging their 
active participation in public and social affairs in the U.S. CRA publishes reports of 
its activities in a joint Russian-English format, and over the years has printed a 
number of journals containing stories about the history of Russians in America and 
informative articles about the cultural activities of Russian communities throughout 
the United States. 

The Congress of Russian Americans produced three different collectible labels 
between 1984 and 1994. 
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Congress of Russian Americans -- USA -- 1981, 1988 

In 1981 the Congress of Russian Americans petitioned the U.S. Postal Service to issue a 
stamp commemorating the Bicentennial of Russian America, which was founded in 1784 by the 
merchant and seafarer Grigoriy Ivanovich Shelikhov. He established the first permanent 
Russian settlement on Alaska's Kodiak Island. A few years later Shelikhov was one of the 
leading organizers of the Russian-American Company. Vera Krivoshein designed the proposed 
stamp using an old portrait of Shelikhov. But the Post Office did not issue the stamp. As a 
result, CRA printed its own vignettes in 1984 using almost the same design (see full sheet on 
next page). 

A similar attempt to have the USPS commemorate the millenium of 
Christianity in Russia was not approved by the postal authorities. In 1988 the CRA produced 
its own vignette showing Prince Vladimir of Kievan Rus'. The artwork for this label was 
prepared by the same artist, Vera Krivoshein. The text of the vignette notes that Saint Vladimir 
was "equal to the apostles, Grand Prince of Kiev" (see full sheet following the Shelikhov page). 
The envelopes below show actual usage of the Shelikhov vignette on personal mail, and a CRA 
commemorative envelope dedicated to the millenium of Christianity. 
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Congress of Russian American -- USA -- 1994 

This vignette depicts Russian monks who 
arrived in Kodiak, the Aleuts whom they began 
converting, St. Michael's Cathedral in Sitka, and a 
small vessel, presumably like the one that brought 
the Russian missionaries to America. The first 
monks came from the Valaam and Konevitsa 
monasteries located on the Russo-Finnish border. 
They left St. Petersburg on December 21, 1793, 
and arrived in Kodiak on September 24, 1794, 
after travelling 7,300 miles in 293 days. 

The vignette was designed by Dimitry 
Schidlovsky. He is a successful artist and 
illustrator of Russian heritage who has worked 
in Sea Cliff, New York, a location well known 
among Russian emigres for its active ethnic 
Russian "colony." The USPS did not com
memorate this bicentennial either. 

Bicentennial of Russian Orthodox Christianity in America 
CONGRESS OF RUSSIAN AMERICANS, INC. ©1992 
Designed by Dimitry Schidlovsky Illustration, 50 Glenlawn Avenue, Sea Cliff, NY 11579 

BicentC:nnialofRussianOrthodox 
Christianity in America Christianity in America 

, ~00<¥i~_()FRUSSIAN.AMERICANS,INC. , CONGRESSOFRUSSiANAMERICANS,INC. 



OCA -- Crestwood, NY -- December 1980 

This envelope is a good example of how vignettes can hide in plain sight. The 
two attached St. Vladimir's Orthodox Theological Seminary labels at the bottom right 
of the envelope remained unnoticed and unrecognized by the owner of this collection 
for a number of years. By chance, the envelope finally received a closer look. That's 
when the vignettes' Russian Diaspora connection became obvious. St Vladimir's 
Seminary belongs to the Orthodox Church in America. It was founded in 1938 and to 
this day continues teaching theology at the undergraduate and graduate levels. 
Today the Seminary is a Pan-Orthodox institution, but until 2002 all of its deans 
were of Russian birth or descent. In 1980, when a Christmas greeting was mailed in 
the envelope below, the seminary's dean was Father Alexander Shmemann, a 
prominent theologian from an aristocratic family of White Russian emigres. The 
Russian Diaspora in the United States supported the seminary, which prepared 
priests for the OCA parishes with donations solicited through the use of such labels. 



Orthodox Church in America (OCA) -- USA 

The near destruction of the Russian Orthodox Church in Soviet Russia made the de facto 
separation from it by the Diaspora a matter of survival. But among the problems faced by the 
remnants of the Russian church abroad, as it tried to organize itself into an independent 
entity, were the thorny personality issues of who would lead it. The matter was never 
resolved, and by the 1930s at least three major branches of the Church shared the Russian 
Orthodox flock. In America, the Orthodox parishes that existed prior to the Russian 
Revolution continued to operate and became known as the Russian Orthodox Greek Catholic 
Church in America (OCA). The parishes attended by most members of the White Russian 
Diaspora living in Europe were part of another organization, the Russian Orthodox Church 
Outside Russia (ROCOR). When the mass of Russian emigres began arriving in the United 
States after World War II, they discovered that they had a choice of either attending the 
already existing parishes of the OCA, or building their own new ROCOR churches. This 
created a rift within the Diaspora that existed throughout the years of Communist rule in 
Russia. Today, after the fall of the Soviet regime and after major changes within the Russian 
Orthodox Church in Moscow, the two branches of Russian heritage Christianity in the United 
States have amicable relations and are in communion with each other. The two vignettes 
below were produced by members of the OCA. The large one predates 1970, since it shows the 
old name of the Church. The inscription in Russian reads "Cherish the Church--Your Wealth." 
The map identifies major parishes of the OCA at that time in Sitka, San Francisco, Chicago, and 
New York, as well as Winnipeg and Montreal in Canada. The red Easter greeting vignette was 
produced for St. Tikhon 's Monastery, established in 1905 in Pennsylvania. 
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Old postcard of an Orthodox Russian priest serving Mass in Sitka 's 
historic St. Michael's Cathedral, originally built in 1848. 

------------------ - - - ··-



Orthodox Church in America, Alaska Diocese -- 2006 

The history of the OCA began with the arrival of eight Russian monks at Kodiak Island, 
Alaska, in 1794. There the monks established a mission, which became a diocese of the Russian 
Orthodox Church a few years after the United States purchased Alaska from Russia in 1867. By the 
end of 2006 the list of parishes in the Alaskan diocese contained 92 addresses. The Saint Herman 
Theological Seminary, which prepares priests for the diocese, is located on Kodiak Island. 

By the late 19th century, the Russian Orthodox Church spread beyond the territory of Alaska 
and expanded in the eastern part of the United States due to the arrival of immigrants from Europe. 
After the Revolution in Russia, ties with the Mother Church were cut by the Communist regime. A 
period of tumultuous reorganization ensued, and in 1924 the U.S. Russian Orthodox diocese 
became the self-governing Russian Orthodox Greek Catholic Church in America under the 
leadership of Metropolitan Platon (Rozhdestvensky). It was granted autocephaly by the Russian 
Orthodox Church in 1970 and was renamed the Orthodox Church in America. The sheet of labels 
above used to solicit donations shows historic OCA church buildings in Alaska. 



OCA Monastery of St. Tikhon of Zadonsk, South Canaan, PA -- 2005 

These vignettes commemorating 
the monastery's centennial were 
included in a mass mailing soliciting 
donations. One of the designs shows St. 
Tikhon of Zadonsk in black kamilavka 
and St. Tikhon the Patriarch in white 
koukoulion holding a model of the 
monastery's main church. The 1980 
postcard shows the monastery's bell 
tower. 

- --------------- - - -- -

St. Tikhon was an 18th century 
Russian Orthodox bishop who resided at the 
monastery in Zadonsk. In 1898 his 
namesake, Archbishop Tikhon, became head 
of the Russian Orthodox Church in America. 
In 1905, with his help, a monastery 
dedicated to the memory of St. Tikhon of 
Zadonsk was established in rural South 
Canaan, Pennsylvania, northeast of 
Scranton. Archbishop Tikhon returned to 
Russia, became Patriarch, and was martyred 
by the Soviet regime. In 1981 he was 
canonized by the Russian Orthodox Church 
Outside Russia (ROCOR). Today the 
monastery he helped establish has a 
monastic community and is an accredited 
seminary of the OCA. However its Russian 
roots have given way to an American reality. 



Russian Orthodox Church Outside Russia (ROCOR), Jordanville, NY -- 1988 

When the Communists came to power, they attempted to eradicate religion. Thousands of 
priests were executed, and church property was confiscated and desecrated. Seeing that the Church 
was on the verge of collapse, the recently enthroned Russian Patriarch Tikhon gave his blessing to the 
Russian Orthodox bishops abroad to become independent until a time when they would once again be 
able to rejoin a free Russian Church. Thus, in 1922, Russian Orthodox hierarchs met in Serbia and 
established a Synod of Bishops of the Russian Church Abroad (ROCOR). However, serious 
administrative disagreements ensued within the Diaspora, and as a result the Orthodox Church in 
America and ROCOR went their separate ways. A major spiritual and educational center for ROCOR 
after WWII was the Holy Trinity Monastery and Seminary in Jordanville, New York. Its importance in 
helping maintain the sense of ethnic and religious identity among Russian emigres during the post
war years cannot be overstated. 

ROCOR has parishes in many parts of the world. The extremely rare light blue SO-cent vignette 
above probably dates to the 1950s. Its inscription in old Russian orthography reads "N. American and 
Canadian Diocese of the Russian Orthodox Church Abroad." Its intended purpose is not known. The dark 
blue vignette was issued in the early 1950s to obtain donations for the construction of an Orthodox 
church in Caracas, Venezuela. St. Nicholas Cathedral, the only ROCOR church in Caracas, was 
consecrated in 1955. The cachte below is the only known philatelic item connected to the Holy Trinity 
Monastery. 

988 - 1988 
MILLENIUM OF 

CHRISTIANITY IN RUSSIA 

() WALTER BOROWSKI 



Afterword -- New Russian Emigres -- 1990s to the Present 

It was a long 74 years of continuous Communist Party control in Russia. In 1991 the 
surviving White Russian emigres were grateful to have lived long enough to see the Soviet regime 
finally fall. They were happy to have the country's old name, Russia, restored, and were thrilled to 
have the Russian tricolor flag replace the red flag as the nation's symbol. Many were ambivalent, 
however, about seeing Russia diminished in size as the constituent Soviet Republics declared their 
independence. But for the ethnic Russians who lived in those areas, some for generations, this 
sudden separation from their mother country was disastrous. The newly independent nations had 
their own ethnic majorities who came to the forefront in government and the economy, while the 
ethnic Russians became, in many cases, outsiders. By political circumstances and fate, these 
Russians became refugees without ever leaving their homes, and they constitute a new Russian 
Diaspora. Unlike the first Diaspora, they can visit Russia, and significant numbers have emigrated 
to the Russian Federation, as did some of the third-generation Old Diaspora businessmen. Others 
are staying on, and are faced with the same issues of maintaining their ethnic heritage that the 
White and Second immigrations faced before them. The vignettes that they are producing look back 
to Russia's history and reflect a desire for national affirmation. It seems that history has a way of 
repeating itself. 
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The souvenir sheet is part of a 
large set featuring leaders of the 
White Army in Russia's Civil War. It is 
not known who produced them, but 
indications are that it is the work of 
ethnic Russians in Ukraine. The labels 
above were probably printed by 
separatists among the. Russian 
community living in Ukraine's 
Crimean Peninsula. 
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Post Scriptum 

This exhibit contains a high percentage of known ethnic Russian emigre vignettes. 
But there are two well-known sets of cinderellas that, to a casual observer, may seem to be 
missing from this collection. They frequently appear on the philatelic market and look to 
be of emigre origin, but they are not. The first set of stamps below is usually called the 
"Vlasov issue," named after the Soviet General who turned against Stalin and formed the 
Russian Liberation Army using volunteers interned in German POW camps. But neither 
Vlasov nor any other ethnic Russian units in the German army had anything to do with the 
production of these stamps. Instead, they were printed by the propaganda section of the 
German Postal Ministry in 1943. Their exact purpose remains a matter of discussion among 
experts. The second set features White Army generals. This is a fantasy issue that has been 
traced to a publisher in Italy. The egregious errors in Russian spelling and grammar prove 
that this set was fabricated by non-Russians. 
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